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“Why buy good 
luggage? You 
only use it when 
you travel.”

Yogi Berra

The Mid-Year Meeting will be held March 1-3, 
2012 at the same location in Florida as last 
year, the Sirata Hotel in St. Pete’s Beach. There 

will be numerous meetings and events to help us 
further the mission of AWCI.

At the Industry Advisory Board’s (IAB) semi-annual 
meeting on March 1st, IAB Director, Terry Kurdzion-
ak, and other IAB members will be in attendance. 
I want to thank these members for their time, ini-
tiative and financial contributions to the Institute. 
Many of the improvements to the Harrison facilities, 
especially those in the area of education, would not 
have been possible without their kind support.  The 
recent annual meetings would not be the horologi-
cal happenings that they have become without the 
IAB. The excellent schedule devised for the Denver 
convention was created using some of the great 
suggestions of IAB members.

The Board of Directors will meet all day Friday, March 
2nd, and in the morning on March 3rd.  Great prog-
ress was made at the 2011 Mid-Year Meeting and I 
plan to have the same success as Past President But-
terworth when he convened last year’s meeting. It 
was at that meeting that the Board elected to move 
forward with the new website and other improve-
ments necessary for the success of the Institute.

“Change is the law of life. Those who look 
only to the past or present are certain to 
miss the future.”                John F. Kennedy

As in the recent past, AWCI had new challenges to 
address.  In the words of Bob Dylan, “The Times They 
Are A-Changin.” In fact, as long as I can remember, 
our industry has been changing, and just like most 
other industries, we have had to adapt to those 
changes.  I remember when video rental stores were 
new. Now try to find one. Most of us receive vid-
eos by mail, at the grocer kiosk, by streaming video 
or by video on demand.  (I also used to have my 

VCR repaired…)  The difference now is our industry 
still manufactures products that are designed to be 
serviced.  There are still customers to be served by 
qualified technicians, and this need will be there for 
scores of years to come.  

I am confident in the abilities of this Board to meet 
our challenges and build a better AWCI for its mem-
bers and for the people they serve.  Look upon the 
future, welcome it and we’ll move forward together.
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DOUG THOMPSON, CW21

a message from the executive directora message from the president

aWCi new members
Welcome to these new or reinstated members!

California
Paul Altieri, Redondo Beach
Roman Wernio, Santa Barbara
Gale Mostyn, Santa Barbara
Terri Cohen, Los Angeles

Florida
Lee Josephson, Boca Raton
Michael Griner, II, Panama City

Georgia 
Stewart E. Lord, Evans
Jeffrey Taylor, Watkinsville

Illinois
Jason Matthiesen, Clarendon Hills

Kansas
Keith Hartmann, Wichita

Louisiana
James Fernand Allain, Jr., CW21, 
New Iberia

Maryland
Kyle Stults, Columbia 

Massachusetts
Glenn McCune, North Grafton

Michigan
Jonathan Start, Kalamazoo
Scott Kraemer, Macomb

New Mexico
Ralph Buttner, Edgewood

Ohio
Thomas D. Lewis, Russellville
Dean Pocius, Kettering

Pennsylvania
Sam Sherman, Reinholds

Texas
Andy DeNobrega, Irving
Steve Hobbs, Lufkin
Pete Heinen, Amarillo

Virginia
Roger L. Burkhart, Clear Brook

Washington
Joe Walker, Olympia
Fabio Passalacqua, Seattle

International
Chris Skews, Burnaby, BC, Canada
Gino Besoain-Müller, Region 
Metropolitana, Chile

What’s New on the AWCI Website?
The Consumer section will bring more people to our website!

They have an FAQ section all their own for the most commonly-asked 
questions. And when they realize they need a professional,

 the Member Referral Directory is right there to easily find you.
 Be sure to post your website on your listing! We track click-throughs 

and can provide a report of traffic to your website.

IT’S FREE LEAD GENERATION!



This year member-
ships are renewing at 
a steady pace, and I 

would like to thank those 
who have renewed their 
membership with AWCI. 
Let me remind those who 
haven’t—this issue of HT 
will be the last you’ll re-
ceive before being removed 

from our membership on March 1st of this year. By 
the way, the trustees of the ELM Trust would like to 
thank all of you who generously donated to the Trust 
this year. So far, the total cash donations for fiscal 
year 2011-2012 are $2,794.90. 

At the 2011-12 Mid-Year Board of Directors Meeting 
the topics of discussion will be our strategic action, 
financial direction, education/certification programs 
and member benefits. We should have a full report in 
the April issue of the HT. 

Again this year the IAB members will be helping to 
facilitate the trade fair booth at the upcoming JCK 
show in Las Vegas, Nevada at the Mandalay Bay Ho-
tel and Convention Center, June 1st  - 4th. We also 
will be participating in The Smart Jewelry Show at 
Navy Pier in Chicago, IL, April 21st - 23rd. The IAB has 
become very instrumental in the progression of AW-
CI’s mission. We appreciate their support and volun-
teerism, and look forward to their continued support.

Now, on to Horological Times. Did you know this 
magazine was designed as a publication for mem-
bers by members? I would like to invite you to write 
an article on a topic of interest to our readers. I talk 
with many members each day, and everyone I speak 
with could share something about the way they han-
dled a special job, or a technique they’ve developed, 
or even a business tip. You don’t have to be an Eng-
lish major. We will clean up grammar, spelling and 
punctuation. We and the other members want your 
knowledge. If you need ideas, please refer to the 
Standards and Practices for both the Watchmaker 
and Clockmaker on the AWCI website. We also have 
a writer’s information guide on the website at www.
awci.com  under the Horological Times menu. Just 
click on Contributing Authors.

Please e-mail your articles to our HT Editor, Amy 
Dunn at adunn@awci.com, or call her with your ques-
tions and ideas at 866-367-2924, ext. 307. We want 
to share your vast knowledge, tips and experiences 

with the rest of the members! You won’t get rich, but 
we will pay you an appreciation fee that can come 
in handy, I’m sure. And have you checked out the 
magazine online? It’s in an interactive “flip format” 
with sound effects that makes it fun to read.

Don’t forget to go to our website at www.awci.com 
and update your Member Referral Directory and join 
the Technical Discussion and Parts Forum. Speaking 
of our website… some of you may have experienced 
occasional difficulty with our new directory or the 
log in. I appreciate you taking the time to contact 
us, and I appreciate your patience during this transi-
tion. Be sure to go to your Member Directory listing 
and check to make sure your state of residence is 
documented by the standard two-letter abbrevia-
tion. This will help make the information received by 
the user consistent and accurate (example: Michigan 
should be MI not Mich).  

Have a great month, and remember when making 
purchases from our advertisers, tell them you saw 
their ad in Horological Times. 
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a message from the executive director

AWCI CAREER CENTER
Connecting job-seekers with employers across 

the globe

This easy-to-use online Career Center connects professionals in our industry.  For 

employers, you have several online options to insure your job postings reach highly 

skilled job seekers. For candidates, you can post resumes anonymously, search job 

postings or set up personal job alerts. Members and students can post resumes for 

free. Employers and candidates can also post listings 

in  Horological Times magazine. 

Visit our website then click on the Career Center. 

www.awci.com

Facebook—Now, an Easier, Faster 
Way to Reach Us:

MyAWCI
Here’s our new URL for Facebook—You’ll 

find it’s a quick, easy way to follow 
everything that’s happening at AWCI.  

Be sure to Like Us!
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Do you repair quartz watches or have a high 
volume of battery replacements? Do you work on 
luxury or sports models that require rigorous 
water testing? With all the advancements in the 
industry—from computer-aided design to CNC 
manufacturing equipment—the machines now 
available to watchmakers offer features that 
are both useful and exciting.

a special feature: modern testing and timing equipment



The New 
Roxer Natator 
125: Stand-Alone 
Water-Resistance 
Testing Device, 
Part 1
A Bit of History on the Modern 
Water-Resistant Watch

With the creation of the first “waterproof” 
watch called the “Oyster” in 1925, came 
the need for checking the water resistance 

to ensure that the product would perform when ex-
posed to water, as intended. Factories needed to 
have specially-made instruments in order to confirm 
or deny the state of water resistance.

The water-resistant watches started to prosper, al-
beit slowly at first. During the Second World War, 
these features began to be put to the test. A second-
ary effect was also realized: The fact that the watch-
es were sealed from water meant they were sealed 
from debris, as well.

Recreation and water sports became increasingly 
popular during the 1950s. With the creation of tele-
vision, different lifestyles and new inventions were 
brought to the forefront. Watch manufacturers re-
sponded by creating models that filled the needs of 
consumers. People were climbing the tallest moun-
tains wearing a watch. They were going to the moon 
wearing a watch. Exploration was fascinating, as was 
the fact that many wore watches to “document” mo-
mentous occasions.

After the larger watches of the 1970s came the thin 
quartz watches of the 1980s. These watches also 
came with a new set of challenges. Water-resistant 
cases were being produced for all price ranges and 
models, giving the customer the freedom to be ac-
tive without the common concerns of easily damag-
ing their watch with exposure to moisture. 

With the advancement of machining techniques, such 
as CNC equipment, and later with computer-aided 
design software, stylish new water-resistant cases 
could be conceived and function as never before. 
Today, multi-functional timepieces with complicated 
case designs are seen in our shops every day. Young 
customers who wear them today, especially those 
aged 30 and below, have never lived during a time 
without a “do-everything-water-resistant-watch.” In 
the fast-paced world of today, many people’s expec-
tations are still being realized, and watches are con-
tinuing to evolve into a wrist-worn device capable 
of multi-tasking.  And this multi-tasking takes place 
while underwater, in the dark, or when exposed to 
brutal temperatures, all while keeping perfect time 
(with the use of satellites, of course).

Water-Resistant Case Watches— 
What are They?

These are a “design-concept case, meaning that it is 
engineered, right from the start, to repeal the dam-
aging effects caused by water. So, where is the prob-
lem? Not all water-resistant watches are the same. 
With technology came less expensive versions of the 
water-resistant case. Confusion also set in as the rat-
ing system was often misconstrued by the public and 
sales personnel, alike. Consumers didn’t understand 
the terms “waterproof,” “water resistant” or symbols 
of the waves or ocean on their dials or case backs. 
Implications were being made that weren’t necessar-
ily true. Adding terms like “meters,” “atmospheres” 
and “bars” just added to the confusion.
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by THOMaS SCHOMaker, CMW21

the new roxer natator 125, part 1

Although it is still an on-going battle with the publics’ 
perception, the watchmakers and sale associates of 
today are more educated. We have had to adapt to 
the new series of concerns that these watches, with 
varying numbers and symbols, bring to the market-
place.

What is the Watchmaker’s Concern at the 
Point-of-Service?

For those of us who are watchmakers, we see the 
“watch” as a series of components that could fail. 
Anywhere there is an opening in the case there is the 
potential of a leak. For example, the potential loca-
tions for leaks in water-resistant watches include:

 - Case back to case frame
 - Crystal to case frame
 - Crown to tube
 - Tube to case frame

Any failure in these areas or components can cause 
major damage, depending on the exposure and se-
verity. Each “opening” in a water-resistant watch 
must have a means to ensure its seal. Ideally during 
service, it should be capable of being brought back 
to the original water-resistant specs by the replace-
ment of the components and/or repair of the case.

Why Do Components Fail?

There are numerous reasons. Back gaskets can be-
come stretched, damaged or cut, just to name a 
few. Crystal gaskets can be adversely-affected by 
UV rays, chemicals and exposure to objects. A crys-
tal’s surface area is also a large area of concern. The 
crowns usually contain gaskets that can fail by wear, 
dryness or shock. Case tubes and their connection 
points can fail from shocks, wear and ill-fitting parts.

With so many points of potential failure, many of 
which you cannot see with the naked eye, it is ab-
solutely necessary to own and be able to correctly 
use the modern water-testing equipment. Most of 
the older water-resistant testers were just a simple, 
low-pressure machine that often caused us to com-
promise between the requirements (ratings) of the 
watch and the limitations (limited pressures) of the 
machine.

So What Was the Effect?

We made conclusions that weren’t based on fact. 
We believed that if a case passed a “198 feet” or a “6-
bar” test that it would be water resistant to its true 
rating of 330 or more. We justified it by saying things 
like, “Nobody can dive that deep,” or “There’s not 
an ocean in Iowa.” Even the watchmakers working 
beachside still offered excuses why complete testing 
was not done.

Customer Expectations vs. Factory 
Expectations

The customer often has not, and probably never will, 
convey all the important information necessary for 
us to make good and rational decisions. When we 
ask them if they swim with their watch on they say, 
“I don’t swim.” What does this mean? Do they not 
know how to swim or do they not swim with their 
watch on? It can make a huge difference. So, when I 
rephrased the question, I was told the customer “def-
initely did not swim.” Okay. As soon as this customer 
came to pick up the watch, I learned that she did 
wear it 24 hours a day, including while she showered!
It’s always best to do the full, correct job every time. 
Customers will often compare their watches to that 
of someone they know. For example, a customer 
might say, “Well, my neighbor never takes her watch 
off and its okay!” If we rely on the customer to give 
us the complete information we need, more than 
likely, they’ll inadvertently omit important wearing 
information. A thorough water-resistance testing is 
required at the completion of each repair, no matter 
what the customer implies—or doesn’t imply.

Is Water Resistance a Permanent 
Condition?

Of course not, but what about the customer’s per-
ception? As watchmakers, we must be able to ex-
plain (in understandable terms):

• Why we must replace certain components even   
 though they “look” new.
• Why it costs additional money to have a battery   
 replaced in a water-resistant watch. 
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Call 1.800.487.0408  Fax 1.800.487.5848
Shop our web site: casker.com

Rosewood 
Case Holder 

Rests on your lap to 
give better leverage on 
casebacks. Non-marring 

590.087 $2495

Scotchbrite Finishing Wheel
Produces a brilliant satin finish on high-grade cases and 

bracelets. Ideal for cleaning, stripping and deoxidation. 
Recommended by Rolex. Regularly $18.90

170.840 Sale $1495  

On Sale thru 3/31/12.

Complete Price Guide to Watches 2012 - 32nd Edition
The most reliable guide available. American and European pocket
watches, wrist watches, comic and character watches fill this compre-
hensive book. The professional standard for collectors and dealers.

620.030.32 $2750

by THOMaS SCHOMaker, CMW21

the new roxer natator 125, part 1

If You Don’t Ask the Question, You Won’t 
Get the Wrong Answer

Customers can be knowledgeable (via the Internet), 
but we are the “professionals” and it is up to us to 
establish the parameters and scope of the repair 
necessary to bring a watch back to a “factory-like” 
condition. Combating previous false information 
from the past is a difficult thing to do. (Remember 
the saying, “You wound your watch too tight?”) 

So what is it about the process that causes confusion 
or apprehension? Knowledge is power. 

A Discussion of One Equipment Option

To understand how to operate the water-resistance 
testing machine known as the Roxer Natator 125, we 
must first understand the principles behind it. It is 
different than other well-known machines such as 
the Bergeon 5555.

Let’s explore the simple working principle of the Ber-
geon 5555. It has a chamber that consists of approxi-
mately one-half water and one-half air. The watch to 
be tested is hung in the air portion of the chamber 
and the lid is sealed. The next step is to pressurize 
the chamber by pumping the handle until we ob-
tain the level of pressure at which we intend to test. 
The equipment will always have some sort of gauge 
at which we can determine the pressure which is 
brought to bear. 

You must wait for a short time (5 minutes or so), to 
allow the pressure to try to penetrate the case via a 
“leaky” portion of the watch. The watch is then sub-
merged and the pressure is slowly released. Because 
of the reduction of pressure in the chamber, pressur-
ized air that leaks into the case (only if a leak exists) 
will come rushing out of the case, forming air bub-
bles which rise up through the water, acting as an ac-
curate identifier for the leak. As long as the bubbles 
continue to exit the case and the pressure inside the 
chamber doesn’t hit zero, then no reversion of water 
will enter the case.



FACT:  Air is compressible — water is not.
This system allows you to safely indentify the “leaky” 
area via a stream of bubbles.

Why is the Roxer Natator 125 so Different?

The principle of the Roxer Natator 125 is completely 
different, although the results of both the Natator 
125 and Bergeon 5555 are still the same. When com-
paring the Roxer Natator 125 to the Bergeon 5555, 
there are three important things to notice:

1. There is no window to view anything (on the sec-
 ond version).

2. There is no air chamber, only a water chamber.

3. The pressure gauge dwarfs the Bergeon by an   
 additional 120 bars plus.

Below is a description of the working principle and 
not the procedure. (Those instructions are soon to 
follow.)

When the watch is placed in the chamber filled with 
distilled water (7), it immediately gets submerged 
in its entirety. There is no air in this chamber. When 
pressure is applied via the cranking handle (9) inside 
the chamber, the water which is not compressible 
will exert its liquid pressure against the outside of 
a watch case that is only filled with ambient air and 
no movement (on the first test). The pressure causes 
water to try to find a way into the case. The case is 
bearing the (sometimes brutal) pressure caused by 
the water to all sealing areas of the watch case.

At this point, one of two things is likely to happen:

1. If there is a leak present, the pressure will rush
  in (in an attempt) to equalize the pressure to that 
 of the chamber. This usually results in blowing 
 out the crystal. Why the crystal, you may ask? It’s
  usually gasketed and it becomes the “leakiest
  link.” It won’t blow off the threaded case back or 
 thread crown.

2. The watch could test “good” (water resistant) to 
 the appropriate pressure. During this example,
  no damage is done and everything remains in-
 tact and you can proceed to the condensation
  test. ONLY if it passes this test, can the case be
 considered water resistant.
  

Why Not a Window?

Thinking about the constant pressure on all the gas-
ket surfaces, when a leak exists, water will come 
rushing in the case and displace and compress the 
air (similar to a piston compressing air in a car en-
gine) to the point where something has to give. This 
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the new roxer natator 125, part 1

Roxer Natator 125 – (lid closed and opened).

 EN  ___ PKO V1.1 - 07.03.08Page 12 / 28

Operating instructions Natator 125Description

ROXER

bar

0

50
100

150
160

Figure 3-1 

(7)

(5)(1)

(10)

(9)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(8)

(6)

A. General Description

1. Watch loading basket
2. Calibration connection
3. Locking handle for closing the lid
4. Pressure gauge
5. Lid with inspection glass for visual checking  
    (1st version only/solid on 2nd version)
6. Inspection glass for visual checking (1st version only/solid on 2nd version)
7. Pressurization tank
8. Hand wheel for increasing the pressure (and reducing pressure)
9. Displaceable handle of the hand wheel (8)
10. Hand wheel (8) notched ring

General Description of the Roxer Natator 125.
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the new roxer natator 125, part 1

miniature (but sometimes loud) explosion can often 
be heard if this occurs. Because the rush of water 
coming in is so instantaneous, it is very unlikely to 
see any evidence of a leak before the catastrophic 
failure…thus, no window.

Also, added to the mix is the volatility of the high 
pressures associated with professional diver’s watch-
es. You can now understand the replacement of the 
window with steel.

How much pressure? At one bar, the pressure is 
equal to 14.17 psi. Multiply that by 125 (potentially 
140 bars) and the pressure is in the range of 1700 – 
2000 psi. This is ten times higher than the average 
garage mechanic air compressor!

Under these types of pressures, it is easy to under-
stand two things: Instantaneous and catastrophic 
pressure. This accounts for the serious heavy-duty 
hardware attached to the machine.

These are the working principles of these devices—
the actual instructions and/or procedures follow. I 
would like to take you completely through the pro-
cess, from unpacking the machine to the final test-
ing.

After Unpacking and Before First Usage

Please follow the directions EXACTLY. Do not pro-
ceed ahead. CAUTION: The cylinder should never be 
left in the fully in or out position because it can be-
come stuck.

After carefully unpacking the machine, connect the 
supplied hose to the purge valve located on the back 
by pressing on the hose over the valve port. The 
valve is currently in the closed position (sideways). 
You will now need to supply a small container for 
water evacuation as we “bleed” the system. A pint to 

quart-sized container will work well for this. Begin by 
opening the valve. The handle will now be positioned 
in a straight line with the hose.

Purging

Before the first usage, it is imperative to purge the 
machine, which removes all the exiting air in the in-
ternal piping system. 

DO NOT TURN any of the handles at this point.

Open the lid by loosening the bolt (which is the 
3-sided handle) counterclockwise enough to allow it 
to be positioned forward (out of the way) so the lid 
may be lifted 90° upward. 

Caution: The lid is very heavy. It will stay in the up-
right position on its own.

Fill the tank with distilled water completely to the 
top.

DO NOT CLOSE THE LID.

Begin the purging process:

1.  Turn the small-notched ring located in the middle
   of the hand wheel clockwise (10) (or) away from
   you if you are standing in front of the machine.
 
2.  Unscrew the hand wheel (8) counterclockwise
   (or towards you) as far as you can. It will reach a
   stop or an abutment. Do not force it past this
   point. This is screwing the wheel outward.

3.  Turn the small-notched ring (10) counterclock-
  wise (towards you). This must be done in order
   to screw in the hand wheel.

4. Screw in the hand wheel (8) by turning it clock-
  wise (or away from you) as far as it will go with-
  out forcing it. As you do this, you must check
   that there are no air bubbles rising in the water of
   the tank.

No air bubbles may exist! If there are air bubbles 
present we must repeat starting back at Step 1 and 
continuing through Step 4 until no air bubbles exist.

If, after several attempts, you still have a problem 
(bubbles), please proceed as follows:

 EN  ___ JDV V1.2 - 19.10.09Page 12 / 30
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B.  Back View

(1B ) Purge push-button
(2B ) Tank purge connection
(3B ) Dropping cup purge valve

(2B )

(3B)

(1B )
B. View from Back

1B. Purge push button
2B. Tank purge connection
3B. Dropping cup purge valve
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a.) Turn the inner-notched ring (10) counterclock-
  wise (towards) you and turn the hand wheel
   clockwise (away from you) until it stops. This ac-
  tion causes the wheel to be screwed inward until
   it stops.

CAUTION: You may already be in this position. 

This is the same position as in Step 4 above. If, after 
completing Step 4 above and you have not disturbed 
the notched ring (10) or hand wheel (8), you may 
proceed to the next stop. DO NOT force anything!

b.) You must now empty the tank. You MUST NOT
   tip the tank over to empty it. (This causes air to 
  enter the system). To properly empty the tank 
  (7) without causing more air to enter the system,
   please proceed as follows:

  Unscrew the tank purge connector located be-
  low the “air-bleed pusher” (2B) on the tank itself
   (7). It is easily identified as it has a round ring at-
  tached. It is the “over-pressure safety valve” (2B).

  The water will flow out this hole onto the stain-
  less steel drip pan into the drain located in the
   same vicinity. As the water drains, it will come
   out of the purge valve which is still in the open
   position. Have your container for the water ready
   as it exits the hose.

c.) Once emptied, screw the safety valve back into 
  the tank BY HAND ONLY.

d.) Start over by refilling the tank and proceeding
   with directions/Steps 1 – 4. Bubbles MUST NOT  
  EXIST from this point forward.

To Begin Actual Usage

Step 1 – With water in the tank and the system free 
of bubbles, (the lid is still open), proceed by turn-
ing the inner-notched ring (10) clockwise (away from 
you), and unscrew the hand wheel (8) by turning it 
toward you in a counter-clockwise position until it 
stops (reaches the abutment).

Step 2 – Place the watch to be tested into the basket 
(1). Place the basket with the watch into the chamber 
(tank) (7). As the basket and watch are positioned in 
the tank, this will cause the water to spill out (over-
flow) onto the spill plate.

Step 3 – You must adjust the water level by adding 
even more distilled water to the tank (7), ensuring 
that it will overflow (or flood) slightly. This ensures 
that the tank (chamber) is completely full and that, 
when the lid is closed, no air will be trapped in the 
chamber.

Step 4 – When closing the lid , you must depress the 
“air” purge valve (1B) located on the top side of the 
tank as you lower the lid slowly, causing both air and 
water to be squeezed out.

Step 5 – Raise the bolt (3) over the notch in the lid, 
tighten and release the “air purge push valve: (1B).

Step 6 – Refer to the next section in upcoming issues 
of Horological Times for testing procedures. Part 2 
will provide times to leave the watch sealed into the 
chamber (7) before initializing any pressure.

Step 7 – To pressurize the chamber (7), you must 
first start by turning the “inner-notched ring” (10) to-
wards you (counterclockwise) until it clicks.

Step 8 – Turn the hand wheel (10) away from you 
clockwise until the desired pressure is achieved (4).

Step 9 – Refer to Part 2 in upcoming issues for times/
guidelines.

Step 10 – Regardless of the watches’ rating, the Rox-
er Natator 125 should not be pressurized beyond its 
safe limit of 125 bars. The risk of damage is very pos-
sible.

Step 11 – The handle (9) may be repositioned (SEE 
DIAGRAM C ON PAGE 11), if the force necessary to 
turn the hand wheel (8) cannot be achieved. The re-
positioned handle (9) can now be leveraged upward, 
lowered and ratcheted upward again in order to 
build the necessary pressure in a comfortable man-
ner for the user. 
   
Step 12 – Remember not to force the hand wheel (8) 
when it reaches its stopping point or abutment.

Step 13 – Refer to Part 2 for guideline times that the 
case should remain under pressure.

Step 14 – To reduce the pressure (4): Turn the inner-
notched ring (10) clockwise (away from you) until 
it clicks. Now turn the hand wheel (8) towards you 
counterclockwise. Turn the hand wheel either in the 



ratcheting mode or the standard way until the pres-
sure is completely reduced to the zero bar on the 
gauge (4) and the hand wheel reaches its abutment. 
(It is completely screwed inward towards the ma-
chine itself.)

Step 15 – Refer to Part 2 for wait times before open-
ing the lid.

Step 16 – Loosen the triangular knob (3) of the bolt 
and lift the lid (5).

Step 17 – If the lid cannot be lifted, press the “air 
purge valve” (1B) which will aid in breaking the seal 
between the lid and the chamber.

Step 18 – Remove the basket (1) with case.

Step 19 – Proceed with a condensation test 
(look for the continuation of this article in 
our March issue) or download instructions at:  
http://www.cousinsuk.com/PDF/skus/1118_
Natator125%20EN%20V1.1.pdf

Next month’s article will be a continuation of this 
topic. We will discuss testing, troubleshooting and 
maintenance of the Roxer Natator 125. t

Use of photos and illustrations courtesy of Roxer S.A.,

Switzerland.
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5.2 Increasing the pressure
F. Turn the notched ring (2) in a counter-clock-

wise direction until it “clicks”.

G. Turn the hand wheel (3) in a clockwise direc-
tion to increase the pressure to the required 
value (1).

The test can be carried out at any value 
between 0 and 125 bar. It is not necessary to 
increase the pressure up to the maximum 
device pressure.

Attention 
Using the hand wheel you can obtain a 
pressure greater than 125 bar. Never 
exceed this value (risk of damage to the 
mechanical elements).

Warning 
Roxer does not guarantee the correct func-
tioning of the device if the maximum pres-
sure (125 bar) has been exceeded.

If the force to be applied to the hand wheel is 
too great, the handle (2C) can be positioned as 
indicated (1C) in the adjoining figure. The pres-
sure can then be increased or reduced by back 
and forth motion.

Warning 
Do not force the hand wheel once it is fully 
screwed out! Risk of severely damaging the 
device.
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Figure 5-3 
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Diagram C. of repositioning the handle
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Test Equipment 
for Quartz 
Watches

If you do repair work on quartz watches, or if you 
do a high volume of battery replacements, you 
should consider investing in a quartz tester for 

your shop. Many of the major brands require it as 
standard equipment today.  If you already own a 
quartz tester, hopefully this article will help you un-
derstand its features and make it into an even more 
valuable tool. You’ll find there are a variety of quartz 
testers on the market. Most of them perform all of 
the same basic functions, but some of the newer fea-
tures now available are exciting and extremely use-
ful, as well. 

In my shop I use the Witschi New Tech Handy II (Fig-
ure 1). I’ve also worked with the QTest 6000, which 
is no longer made, although there are still thousands 
in use. At the last AWCI Annual Convention, I had the 
opportunity to “play around” with the latest offer-
ings from Witschi, the Analyzer Twin for watchmak-
ers and the Analyzer Q2 for high volume manufac-
turing use (Figures 2 and 3). Greiner Vibrograf also 
has testing equipment. This equipment ranges from 
an all-purpose machine for watches and clocks, to 
a combination machine that will test both mechani-
cal and quartz watches. (See Figures 4 and 5.) Elma 
equipment rounds out the list of testing machine of-
ferings for horologists. (See Figures 6, 7 and 8.)

Any of these machines mentioned will allow you to 
test the basic functionality of a quartz watch. The 
important tests include:

 • Rate of oscillation of the quartz crystal
 • Rate of the motor impulses
 • Current consumption of the movement
 • Coil resistance
 • Battery voltage
 • Lower working voltage limits

Performing all these tests may seem like a daunting 
task for those currently not implementing the tests. 
However, these tests can provide you with valuable 
information, not just for diagnostics, but also for pre-

dicting future failure of watch movements, which 
can also help bring in more revenue to your store.

I’d like to walk you through some of the steps that 
I take when a watch comes in for a power cell. Sec-
ondly, we’ll take a look at some of the features of a 
quartz tester and how these features can be used in 
your shop to help you generate more quartz repairs 
and avoid customer complaints.

Step 1: Check the Power Cell 

Whenever a watch comes in for a power cell, the 
first thing I do is to check if the watch is running.  It 
is amazing how often someone will request a new 
power cell when the watch is already working. Next, 
I clean the area around the case back so no debris 
falls inside the movement when I open it. After open-
ing the watch, I test the power cell currently in the 
watch. This can be done using the quartz tester, 
with a multi-meter tool, or by using a free-standing 
cell checker like the ones that come from the major 
power cell manufacturers. If that cell is good but the 
watch had stopped, I know there is probably more 
involved than a simple power cell exchange.  
 
Step 2: Initial Tests on Quarter Tester

Next, I place the open watch on my quartz tester 
above the mirror and supply power to the movement 
with the machine. Here I am able to confirm whether 
the watch is working and test the rate, consumption, 
and lower working voltage in a matter of a couple 
minutes. These tests give me a quick gauge of the 
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Figure 1:  Witchi’s New Tech Handy II quartz watch tester is shown 
supplying power to a watch which allows for condition testing.

a special feature: modern testing and timing equipment
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condition of the movement. If the watch is working 
and all of the test values are within the manufactur-
er’s specifications, I can be confident the watch will 
perform well. I place my warranty on the power cell 
replacement and send the watch back to the cus-
tomer (performing a water resistance test first, if 
necessary).  

Step 3: Evaluating Service When Needed

If the watch still does not work, I tell the customer I 
will need to estimate a service to repair the watch.  If 
the watch is working, but any parameter is out of the 
allowed tolerances, I know the power cell may die 
prematurely. At this point, I tell the customer I can-
not warranty the power cell if they take the watch 
back “As-Is.” I then recommend a service to restore 
the watch to its factory standards. By noting these 
recommendations on the receipt, if the watch should 
eventually come back, I have documentation that 
we did not warranty the work and do not need to 
replace the power cell free of charge. The custom-
er also knows they cannot blame us for damaging 
their watch. Following these procedures every time 
a quartz watch comes in for a power cell will pro-
vide you with valuable information to keep your cus-
tomers happy, and ultimately, help you make more 
money.

Based on conversations with a fine gentleman from 
Witschi, the next generation of quartz testers will 
allow you to measure the efficiency of the watch 

movement without even opening the case back. 
This is possible because the equipment analyzes the 
lengths of pulses delivered to the stepping motor. 
With this new equipment, you can sell a movement 
service before you even open the watch.

What are These Quick and Easy Tests and 
What Do They Tell Us?  

Before discussing the different tests, it is important 
to note that many of these values (especially rate 
and consumption) can vary greatly with tempera-
ture. In the case of rates: Most watches have been 
designed to function at an operating temperature 
of approximately 27° Celsius or 80° Fahrenheit. 
Due to the shape of the quartz crystal, the rates will 
slow when the watch is operating at both warmer 
and cooler temperatures. If your customer has just 
brought their watch in from a hot car or from a cold 
wintry day, you may want to wait a minute or two for 
the temperature to normalize before performing any 
of these tests.

Performing Rate Tests

The simplest and most familiar tests will give you the 
rate. There are two different ways to measure rate 
and their values may be very different. In 1973 the 
Centre Electronique Horloger presented a project 
for digitally regulating the rate of quartz watches1.   
Instead of modifying the frequency of the oscillator, 
errors in the rate are corrected by the internal cir-
cuitry during the division chain. This feature is called 
inhibition or digital frequency regulation, and it re-
sults in the crystal vibrating at one rate and the mo-

Figure 2: The Analyzer Q1 is a more sophisticated quartz watch 
tester for high-end watches, such as quartz chronographs. It’s 
designed by Witschi for use in higher volume repair shops, labs, 
service centers, etc.

Figure 3: The Analyzer Twin – this is the “twin” of the AQ1 by 
Witschi, but it offers the ability to test both quartz and mechani-
cal watches. It was developed for watchmakers, labs and watch 
sales outlets and offers five testing menus.



tor ticking at a different rate. It took some time for 
this methodology to catch on, but today, it is much 
cheaper to program the circuitry to compensate for 
errors in the crystal than it is to precisely manufac-
ture crystals which vibrate at exactly 32,768 Hz. Most 
quartz movements today employ inhibition.

The first rate test will use the acoustic sensor and 
measure the rate at which the quartz oscillator vi-
brates. In watches without inhibition this rate will 
match the actual rate of the watch, but in watches 
without, this can vary greatly from the actual rate of 
the watch. Since this doesn’t necessarily correspond 
to the rate of timekeeping, the important thing we 
learn from this is whether or not the oscillator is vi-
brating. If the crystal doesn’t oscillate when an exter-
nal power source is applied, there is either a problem 
with the power source or the circuitry. At this point 
we should make sure that all the screws are tight. 
The mainplate often acts as a part of the circuitry 
and the screws complete the circuit between IC and 
the mainplate. If the screws are tight and we trust 
the power source, then the circuit will need to be re-
placed. Recently, ETA discontinued the sale of elec-
tronic circuits for all quartz movements, so in these 
cases, you may actually replace the entire movement 
(if it is still available).  When expensive parts need 
to be replaced, it is often less expensive for the cus-
tomer to replace the entire movement.  

The second rate test uses the capacitive sensor and 
measures the rate of the motor impulses. On watch-
es with manual trimming, this information can be 
used to improve the rate of the watch. For watches 
with inhibition, you cannot adjust the rate, but this 
information is still useful because it lets you know 
that the circuitry is delivering impulses to the motor. 
Even with impulses being delivered to the motor, the 
watch may not be running. A visual inspection of the 
hands using the mirror on the tester will help you 
verify that the motor impulses are being converted 
into hand movement. Occasionally, the program-
ming of the circuitry can go bad. If the rate of the 
motor impulse is not satisfactory (on a watch with 
inhibition), you will need to replace the circuit (or 
movement). 

The comparison of these two rates will confirm 
whether or not the watch has inhibition and whether 
or not it is functioning correctly. The latest genera-
tion of quartz testers will automatically recognize 
inhibition and indicate it on the display. If the rates 
are good and the watch is running, you will want to 

assess the condition of the movement by measur-
ing consumption and the lower working limit. If the 
watch is not running, you will need to determine the 
exact cause (see troubleshooting section) and esti-
mate a repair cost.

Testing Current Consumption

By using the built-in power supply in the quartz tes-
ter, it is possible to test the current consumption of 
the movement. There are two important consump-
tion values which you can test. The first value is the 
base consumption. This is the amount of electricity 
that the circuitry consumes exclusive of operating 
the motor. To test this value on older equipment, 
pull the stem out to stop the watch and measure the 
value. There is no need to pull the stem out if you are 
using newer equipment from Witschi because it will 
separate consumption amounts between impulses of 
the motor and deliver this value during the first few 
readings. It will then switch over to the total con-
sumption value. Base consumption should be com-
pared to the manufacturer’s published value (when 
available). If the base circuit is consuming too much 
electricity, it most likely has a short and will need to 
be replaced. Total consumption is measured with the 
movement running and is perhaps the most useful 
value delivered by a quartz tester.  
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Figure 4: The Greiner Vibrograf Compact 900 is an all-purpose 
watch timing instrument for testing mechanical watches, quartz 
watches, pendulum clocks, as well as pocket watches.
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Total consumption is analogous to amplitude in a me-
chanical watch and it speaks volumes to the condi-
tion of the movement. Some manufacturers publish 
a suggested range or maximum allowable value. As 
oils dry up and movements become dirty, their effi-
ciency decreases and more electricity is required to 
keep the movement functioning; this is reflected in 
the consumption values. A watch with high consump-
tion will drain the battery faster, and because it is in 
poor condition, will stop prematurely, and is in need 
of a service. I do not warranty power cells in watches 
with high consumption values. Instead, I recommend 
a service to the customer.  

As early as 19822 , ETA was using technology de-
signed to maximize battery life (asservissement) in 
their quartz watches. Today, nearly all quartz watches 
use this technology. With this technology the circuitry 
delivers a very short pulse to the motor and then tests 
to determine whether or not the rotor advanced cor-
rectly. If the rotor does not turn, the circuitry immedi-
ately delivers a longer pulse in an effort to force the 
rotor to turn. The watch will continue to deliver lon-
ger impulses for a short while and then will step back 
down to shorter impulses until the rotor again fails to 
make its rotation. This allows the watch to run at the 
lowest possible consumption level, thereby extend-
ing the life of the power cell. Watches without asser-
vissement typically run at a higher consumption rate 
to prevent them from stopping prematurely which re-
sults in a decreased life of the power cell.

In addition to the programmed asservissement (or 
chopping rate), changes in the load on the stepping 
motor can result in changes in the electrical consump-
tion of the motor.

Figure 5: The Timomemter 4500 is designed for testing both me-
chanical watches and quartz watches, including those with digital 
frequency correction (DFC). Greiner Vibrograf engineered this sys-
tem so that all operations can be performed by simply touching 
the keys.
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Lower Working Limit

Another useful value is the lowest working voltage. 
This is best observed by placing the watch over the 
angled mirror and observing the movement of the 
hands while lowering the voltage of the machine. 
Some watches have a test mode which causes the 
hands to move more rapidly making this test much 
faster and easier. Check the technical guide for in-
structions on how to activate the rapid test mode 
(usually by shorting the negative battery contact 
with a contact labeled R/T on the circuitry). Manu-
facturers often publish a maximum lower working 
voltage limit. A watch that comes to a stop before 
the voltage drops this low will not run as long on a 
battery. Why? There is some resistance preventing 
the watch from running at lower voltage levels. This 
is a second indication that the mechanical condition 
of the movement has degraded. While performing 
this test you can also check that the End-of-Life indi-
cator (if the watch has it) is working properly.

In the event that the rates, consumption values, and 
lower working limit fall within the manufacturer’s 
specifications, you can return the watch to the cus-
tomer with confidence that it will continue to per-
form as designed. Watches which do not meet these 
criteria should be serviced so the customer can once 
again place confidence in their timepiece.  

Pulse Width and Watch Drive Efficiency

If you have the latest quartz tester from Witschi, in 
addition to these tests, you can analyze the pulse 
width (watches with asservisement) and drive ef-

ficiency. These tests are performed with the watch 
over the mirror with power being provided by the 
tester probes. Limited information is also provided 
without opening the watch using the battery in the 
watch. The machine analyzes the lengths of the puls-
es being delivered verses the time between pulses, as 
well as their shape. This machine gives a theoretical 
ideal efficiency of around 30%, which is unattainable. 
Most watches in good condition will fall between the 
30% and 60% mark. At present, no manufacturers are 
providing specifications regarding this information. 
Part of the problem is that the efficiency and con-
sumption will vary greatly depending on the length, 
style, and weight of the watch hands installed on the 
movement. The shape of the pulse (displayed on the 
screen) can also help you diagnose problems in the 
watch. Refer to your watch analyzer instruction book 
for further help in this area.

Troubleshooting and Estimating

The following information will help you use the infor-
mation obtained from the quartz tester to determine 
the cause of poor performance and accurately es-
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Figure 7: The Leak Controller from Elma is a simple waterproof 
tester that operates using an integrated vacuum pump.

Figure 6: The Elma Watch Master II is a timing machine for quartz 
watches, while their Watch Matic III is for mechanical watches.
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timate the needed 
repairs. Early tech-
nical documents 
from Citizen include 
very useful flow 
charts for trouble-
shooting problems 
in their movements.  

When the quartz 
oscillator is vibrat-
ing, but the motor 
is not pulsing, the 
most likely problem 
is the coil. A coil 
generates the mag-
netic field which 
advances the step-
ping motor. The coil 
is designed with the 
correct resistance 
to provide enough 

force to advance the gear train. A damaged coil will 
result in a complete break (infinite resistance), or a 
short circuit (reduced resistance). With the power 
cell removed and the tester set to measure resis-
tance, contact the two probes of the quartz tester to 
the two motor points. These points are often labeled 
with an “M” on the circuit, but can also be where 
the two ends of the coiled wire attach to the circuit. 
(Check the technical literature for test points if you 
are not sure.) The resistance value should be within 
the manufacturer’s specifications. If they are not, 
you will need to replace the coil. When the coil is not 
available as a separate part, you will need to replace 
the circuit or complete movement.

In the event that the motor is pulsing, but the hands 
are not moving, there can be two possible problems: 
1) A short in the coil may be preventing the motor 
from delivering a strong enough pulse to advance 
the gear train 2) There could be a “mechanical” fault. 
This is usually due to some debris in the train, a dam-
aged part, or it could simply be dried up or contami-
nated oil. Testing the coil resistance and current con-
sumption will further identify whether the problem is 
electrical or mechanical in nature. If the electronics 
are performing well, you can identify and remedy the 
problem with a complete movement service.

To test whether a watch is equipped with asservisse-
ment, and whether it functions correctly, place the 
movement on the tester with power supplied by the 

machine. Observe the current consumption. Using a 
clean, sharp implement, briefly interrupt the move-
ment of the gear train. In a movement with asser-
vissement, consumption values should dramatically 
increase for a short period and then drop back down 
to the previously observed values.

In Conclusion

I grew up in the quartz world. My only exposure to 
mechanical timepieces early on was a Hanhart me-
chanical timer which sat in the desk in my father’s 
office. Something about it just seemed better than 
digital quartz stopwatches, which were all around 
me. I think most watchmakers feel this way. Mechani-
cal timepieces are a symbol of quality and prestige, 
and repairing quartz watches can seem demeaning 
or simply a waste of our time. After all, they’re just 
disposable electronics. Or are they?

Despite my affinity for mechanical watches, I was 
blessed with training which exposed me to proper 
service techniques, not only for mechanical watches, 
but also for quartz watches. In the retail world where 
I work, servicing quartz watches can be just as prof-
itable as servicing the major mechanical brands. In 
today’s difficult economy, we need all the revenue 
streams we can obtain. That’s why I’m just as happy 
to service a nice quartz watch as I am a luxury auto-
matic wristwatch. 

1. ETA Marketing Information Sheet No. 3

2. ETA Marketing Information Sheet No. 2 bis

Editor’s Note

Once you are familiar with performing the tests de-
scribed here, you may not need to refer to the tech-
nical literature except to find the manufacturer’s 
published acceptable values. Because it can be a te-
dious task to locate and look up these values, the 
author of this article has published a reference guide 
entitled Electrical Test Values for Quartz Watches. If 
you are interested, this is available for purchase from 
the author’s blog at www.watchmakingblog.com/
quartz. This book includes reference tables with con-
sumption values, resistance values, lower working 
limits, timing tolerances, and power cell information 
for more than a thousand quartz movements. The 
book was also reviewed in the December, 2011 issue 
of Horological Times, page 36. t

Figure 8: The Elmaspheric waterproof 
tester from Elma analyzes the defor-
mation of the watch case by pressure 
and/or vacuum. The equipment has a 
10-bar pressure capacity.
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from the  workshop
Wholesale, 
Retail,
MSRP and 
Attention 
to Detail

I was recently speaking with the owner of a busy 
watch repair shop that services watches from 
both walk-in and mail order clients. Additionally, 

this shop also accepts repairs from other retailers 
who have no watchmaker on staff. During our con-
versation, I mentioned I had just received word that a 
major watch company, as of January 1, 2012, stopped 
offering any discounts to their spare parts accounts. 
All parts invoices from this company are net plus 
shipping and handling, and are paid for in advance 
by credit card. 

I asked what he thought about this new policy. He 
pondered it for a brief moment and then explained 
that it would not really make any difference to him. It 
simply raised his cost basis for a repair and he would 
merely continue to mark up the part prices with his 
customary margin. I asked how he would handle the 
price increase with his trade accounts and he replied, 
“Wholesale is what I charge my trade customers and 
retail is whatever they choose to resell it for. It is as 
simple as that.” He explained to me that his clients, 
who own or manage other retail stores, ask if they 
are receiving the wholesale price when he bills for his 
services. Rather than give a simple yes or no answer, 
he explains his definition of wholesale and retail. His 
answer prompted me to open the dictionary to see 
how it defines Wholesale and Retail.

A wholesale transaction involves the sale of goods 
in quantity to retailers for resale to consumers who 
purchase small quantities. Wholesalers frequently 
buy in bulk, then repack and redistribute the goods 
in smaller lots. That definition is clear enough. A 
wholesaler buys items from a manufacturer or dis-
tributor in large quantities, repackages them, and re-
sells them in smaller quantities to retailers, who then 
resell them to end users for what is called the retail 
price. The wholesale price is what the wholesaler 
charges for the goods and the retail price is what the 

consumer pays for the same item. The profit is the 
difference between the wholesale and retail price 
after accounting for any expenses involved in the 
transaction.

Retailers determine the selling price of items they 
offer for resale. Mega retailers have very involved 
formulas to determine their pricing structure. Unlike 
a mega store, the small business owner does not re-
quire someone with a PhD in finance to determine 
retail pricing. The small business needs to cover all 
expenses related to buying, storing, and reselling the 
item, plus a profit margin for the business so that 
reselling does not create a loss or an unprofitable 
break-even condition. 

It really makes no difference what a business pays 
for an item as long as it can be resold at a price that 
makes the transaction profitable. As long as one’s 
profit margin is not reduced, increased costs of 
spare parts should not be a hindrance to earning a 
living. This is especially true with spare parts, as most 
suppliers do not publish a manufacturer’s suggested 
retail price (MSRP) to the general public, nor do they 
enforce a price ceiling on items for resale. The price 
a watchmaker pays for a spare part or service is the 
wholesale cost. Whatever price it is resold for is the 
retail price from that watchmaker for that part. Just 
remember, Profit is a six-letter word that is neither 
immoral nor obscene. It is a necessary business tool 
if one is to remain in business.     
 

From the December Issue

I had posed a question about a shipping loss in the 
December issue. I am repeating the question again 
this month. Please e-mail your response to:

jackkurdz@gmail.com

A MISSING PACKAGE

How would you resolve this problem? A watch that 
had been shipped to your shop for repair, has been 
repaired for $200, and returned to the customer via 
an insured carrier. The customer declared a value 
of $1,000 for this watch and that was the amount 
of insurance placed on the returned package. The 
$200 repair charge plus return shipping was paid in 
advance by the customer using a major credit card. 
Everything went smoothly until the package went 
missing and a claim was filed with the carrier for the 
missing package. Within a few weeks, the $1,000 
plus shipping costs claim was paid by the carrier to 



you. How much money would you forward to the 
owner of the missing watch who is demanding the 
entire $1,000 declared value, as well as a refund of 
the repair charges and the shipping charges, the en-
tire total of which is $1,225?

Again, please e-mail your suggested solution to me 
at jackkurdz@gmail.com for use in a follow-up col-
umn to this problem.

Attention to Detail is Important
 
We always tell our employees that the watchmak-
ing profession is one that requires attention to detail. 
Every time something is overlooked, sooner or later 
it comes back to cause a problem. The following are 
two recent examples we had not seen before: 

The first was a plate jewel that was installed upside 
down, as shown in the accompanying photo in an 
automatic bridge (see Figure 1), causing excessive 
endshake in the auxiliary reversing wheel. Was this 
jewel installed incorrectly at the factory and never 
noticed during previous repairs, or was it improperly 
installed during a previous repair? It is impossible to 
answer this question. The jewel was removed and 
properly fit and the watch is now winding automati-
cally, as it should.
 
The second example is a defective shock-resistant 
setting which has a raised hole in its edge as shown 
in Figure 2. This altered the endshake in the balance 

assembly and needed to be replaced. Again, there 
is no way to determine when the error occurred. 
Watchmakers may not always be cognizant of it, but 
they have a very well-trained pair of eyes that notice 
every flaw by changes in the symmetry or reflective 
properties of a watch part. Each variation in a pat-
tern of wheel teeth or an uneven reflection from a 
polished surface indicates some potential flaw that 
needs to be carefully checked to determine its sig-
nificance to the running condition of the watch. The 
watchmaker is the only one who sees internal watch 
flaws, but anyone else can see external flaws and 
damage. 
 
That is why, not only the watchmakers, but every 
person in a watch repair shop needs to have keen 
observational skills to see and record every flaw in 
the external appearance of a watch. Customers are 
not always aware of damage and flaws inside their 
watches when they bring them in for service, but 
they frequently notice every mark in a case, dial, or 
crystal when picking up a repaired watch. Good ob-
servational skills and careful records are essential to 
defuse any unwarranted damage claims. t 
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from the  workshop

DID yOU KNOW?
You can get immediate feedback on the 
parts and information you need by join-
ing AWCI’s Technical Discussion & Parts 
Forum? Go to: www.awci.com/forums/

Figure 1:  Auto bridge with jewel for reverser wheel #1530 as in-
stalled upside down from factory.

Figure 2: Incabloc balance jewel with a hole in the setting.
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The techniques
and tools are centuries old, yet

there are always better ways to handle
repairs. And whether we like it or not, the

business environment continues to evolve. This 
special section covers a range of topics on the

evolution of the clockmaking business, from technical  
aspects to how one modern clockmaking business is run.

C l
o c k m a k i n g

a special feature: 
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Clockmaking 
Business Thrives 
with Exceptional 
Service and 
Professionalism
      

Blackstone Manor Clock Repair, 
Hopkins, Minnesota

Mark Purdy is very likely to meet you at your 
car when you pull up in front of Blackstone 
Manor Clock Repair. He can see you parking 

and opening your trunk. He knows you’re coming to 
see him. 

“I’ll run out and try to help customers get their clock 
safely out of the car,” says Purdy. And when custom-
ers enter, everything is visible. There is a “triage” 

area for clocks with an old watchmaker’s bench sit-
ting right in front. The shop is adorned with fascinat-
ing clocks and parts. Purdy says his antique-looking 
countertop also draws a lot of customer attention. 
The interest ranges from people wondering what it 
is to people saying, “That’s so cool!” Once in awhile 
some even ask to buy it. Customers may think Black-
stone Manor Clock Repair is filled with old-world 
charm, but when their timepiece repair is finished, 
they find out it’s been repaired with modern preci-
sion and professionalism.

The front showroom is filled with grandfather clocks 
for sale. Completed repairs are hanging on a display 
wall waiting to be picked up. “We try to assess the 
clock right away while the customer is here,” says 
Purdy about his business process. “We give them a 
ballpark price—a top and a bottom—and we always 
allow a little room for the unexpected. Additionally, 
we tell the customer if it’s going to cost more than 
we’ve originally discussed that we will call them be-
fore we go further. We don’t spend any of our cus-
tomers’ money until they give us their approval.” 

At Blackstone Manor, there’s always something dis-
assembled and visible for the customer to see on 
the workbench. In order to help the customer under-
stand and justify the expense of the repair, the staff 
will walk them past their processes of disassembly, 

by aMy DUNN aND CHUCk GibSON
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Mark Purdy, CC21, is the owner of Blackstone Manor Clock 
Repair. They service all types of clocks, high-end mechanical 
watches and also everyday wristwatches.

The quaint Blackstone Manor storefront in Hopkins, Minnesota. 
This shop is an easy drive from the greater Minneapolis/St. Paul 
metropolitan area.



polishing, cleaning, installing bushings, and all the 
other work. This gives the customer a true under-
standing of a repair cost is and why it’s worth the 
price. “Their clock is worth something to us, just as it 
is to them,” Purdy adds. 

Becoming a Clockmaker

Mark Purdy began learning the craft while helping 
his brother, Rolf, at his jewelry store. Rolf graduat-
ed from Gem City College and is a Certified Master 
Watchmaker (CMW). He taught Mark the fundamen-

tals of clock re-
pair. Mark’s edu-
cation continued 
when he found 
his way into 
Kuempel Chime 
Clock Works 
around 1990. 
Kuempel is locat-
ed in Minneapolis. 
It was started in 
1916 and gradu-
ally evolved into 
a kit company 
for grandfather 
clocks. “I begged 
my way in the 
door of that com-
pany,” notes 
Purdy. He worked 
for Kuempel for a 
number of years 
before deciding 
to branch out on 

his own. He leased shop space from Kuempel and did 
some work for them. Eventually, advertising helped 
Purdy generate his own clientele, and when Kuempel 
closed, Purdy was able to move to a new space in 
nearby Hopkins, Minnesota. 

Even now, Purdy’s Kuempel connection contributes 
to the quality workmanship at his shop. Gayle Ander-
son, who also worked at Kuempel, is now 80 years old 
and still works for Purdy part-time. At the same time, 
Purdy recognizes the importance of formal training 
and certification for himself and his staff. Purdy went 
through the AWCI pilot program and is a Certified 
Clockmaker of the 21st Century (CC21). Full-time em-
ployees Jonathan Simmons and Adam Puryear, have 
both graduated from watchmaker programs. “Each 
one eventually decided they like working on clocks 
better than watches, but their watch training has 
proven valuable,” notes Purdy. Simmons graduated 
from the watchmaking school in St. Paul, Minnesota. 
Puryear, at 21 years old, is the most recent addition 
to Blackstone Manor’s staff and is a graduate of Gem 
City College, School of Horology.  

Promotion Helps Entire Business 
Community

You could say Mark Purdy’s avenue to success is 
filled with unconventional twists. It starts with hur-
rying out the door to personally greet customers. It 
continues with his aggressive stance in marketing his 
business. 

The storefront window display has been consistently 
recognized by the Hopkins Main Street business dis-
trict for creativity and appeal. “A little bit of effort 
goes a long way with the appearance of our store- 
front,” he comments. Blackstone Manor doesn’t lure 
customers in by advertising “percent-off” sales that 
may cheapen the perception of their work; rather, 
they advertise that they give potential customers a 
$10 gift card to a local meat shop and deli when they 
come to the shop.

This “partnership advertising” helps build business 
all around. “I’m sure my customers spend more than 
$10 at the deli. And if you can give a customer an in-
centive to come in the door, people will often stay in 
the area and go to other shops. This way, we retailers 
spread the business around in our community,” says 
Purdy enthusiastically.
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clockmaking business thrives with exceptional service

Old workbench serves as the “triage” 
area for the shop. Customers seem 
fascinated by the weathered bench and 
some have asked to purchase it.

The busy workspace at Blackstone Manor Clock Repair.



From the start, Purdy was able to get the word out 
through public relations. Blackstone Manor Clock Re-
pair received a lot of attention from an article written 
by the editor of a local antiques publication called 
Old Times. The article featured his historic home on 
Blackstone Avenue plus his clock repair background. 
Learning from this experience, Purdy began placing 
ads in similar local publications. 

“Another area where we were fortunate was our start 
on Angie’s List,” he says. “That’s been very good for 
us. You have to earn your reputation there and con-
tinue to earn it.” 

The shop was just notified that 
they received the Super Service 
award from Angie’s List.* It is the 
seventh time Blackstone Manor 
Clock Repair has been recog-
nized for quality in service on 
Angie’s List. 

Video Creates a Stir

When Mark Purdy moved his shop to its present lo-
cation on Main Street,  it quickly became the focus of 
a community video campaign. “We were contacted 
by the city of Hopkins,” Purdy explained. The city 
was partnering with Blue Cross & Blue Shield to pro-
duce a video demonstrating how a small town shop-

ping district can be 
accessible by walk-
ing or biking. The city 
manager sent the 
film crew over to see 
Blackstone Manor 
Clock Repair and we 
were included in this 
video. Blackstone 
Manor often uses this 
video to promote 
themselves, especial-
ly on their website. 

Purdy uses every op-
portunity he can to 
tell the community 
how much he loves 
being in Hopkins and 
how great it is for 
business. “When the 
film crew came in to 
talk to us, they were 

just in love with everything going on here. Now we 
actually have people come in because they are bik-
ing through Hopkins or walking on Main Street.” The 
video went well beyond all their expectations. “It 
was a big hit that had more than local appeal,” Purdy 
comments. A customer from New Hampshire also 
saw the video on the internet and ultimately sent her 
clock to them for repair. 

Another video has brought additional attention to 
the shop. This video was produced for a small-town 
internet newsletter called Patch. Purdy says its part 
of AOL and the software allows each local communi-
ty to have their own “patch.com” system for promo-
tion. Along with the Hopkins Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
video, two patch.com videos have been produced 
and can be viewed on the Blackstone Manor Clock 
Repair website at www.blackstonemanorclockrepair.
com. 

AWCI Helps Wind-Up Blackstone Manor’s 
Service and Professionalism

Purdy attends national AWCI conventions and uses 
other services of the Institute. He believes the Insti-
tute helps him further the high level of quality and 
service he provides to customers. “AWCI is an im-
portant trade affiliation that not only gives you cred-
ibility, it also gives you the resources and profession-
al ground to build on,” Purdy says. “I’m also the type 
of business owner who takes myself seriously, and I 
realize that by participating in AWCI, I can add to the 
industry.” 

Purdy ends by saying that the skills he’s developed—
and the confidence he has in managing his busi-
ness—can be partly attributed to the knowledge he 
has gained through AWCI. “It’s easy for members to 
learn how to improve their business,” he adds. “You 
can get quite a bit of information just by reading the 
HT trade magazine.”

Clockmaking is Alive and Well at 
Blackstone Manor

The clockmaking business is definitely thriving at 
Blackstone Manor. The shop already employs Gayle 
Anderson, Jonathan Simmons, and Adam Puryear, 
each with a solid education and credentials.  Purdy 
also enthusiastically encourages others when they 
show an interest in clockmaking. “We have a high- 
school student who comes in to help out on Thurs-
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clockmaking business thrives with exceptional service

Blackstone Manor also repairs 
modern timepieces such as this 48” 
Mystery Swinger clock.
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day mornings before school,” Purdy notes. A story 
about this student working on his father’s pocket 
watch at the shop also appeared on Patch.com. The 
student’s initial pocket watch project (for which he, 
of course, needed much assistance), has developed 
into additional practice projects on cuckoo clock and 
grandmother-sized movements. 

When another person in town expressed an interest 
in clock repair, Mark invited him to come by the shop. 
The man had already repaired two clocks on his own, 
but needed help on a third one. Purdy followed up 
their meeting with an e-mail message about how the 
industry needs to train for the future. At 51 years old, 
the man thought it might be too late. Again, Mark 
Purdy seized an opportunity to help someone grow 
their interest in clockmaking. This new clock repair 
aficionado now plans to join the Minnesota Clock-
makers Guild, an AWCI Affiliate Chapter. Last, but 
not least, another local resident comes in on Satur-
days, and Blackstone Manor is teaching him to fix 
clocks  so that he can resell them. It seems as if an in-
formal apprentice program has developed at Black-
stone Manor Clock Repair. 

Thanks to Mark Purdy and his staff, clockmaking is 
definitely alive and well in Hopkins, Minnesota. t

*Super Service Award is a trademark of Angie’s List.

Blackstone Manor Clock Repair
815 Main St.

Hopkins, MN 55343
Telephone: 952 - 920 - 1300

Jonathan Simmons (front) and Gayle Anderson (back) keep 
repair jobs moving steadily through the shop.

From delicate antique china clocks to high-end Atmos clocks, 
Blackstone Manor sees all types of repair challenges.

by aMy DUNN aND CHUCk GibSON
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Butterworth Clocks, Inc.
5300 59th Ave. West       Muscatine, IA 52761
Phone: 563-263-6759     Fax: 563-263-0428

E-mail: butterworth@machlink.com

BUSHINGS!
American made KWM sizes in bronze,

Bergeon in brass and bronze.
$4.50/20 pc -$20/100 pc. mix or match.

Genuine Bergeon bronze-Ask for pricing.
No min order. No small parts surcharge. Mailing $2 US/Can., $5 Internatl.



Fun, Functional 
Double Clock 
in a Light Bulb 
 

Mounted Inside Common 1,000-
Watt Light Bulb through 1-Inch 
Diameter Opening in Base of Bulb 

While restoring pocket watches, clocks and 
inventing unique timekeeping devices, I 
came up with the idea of designing and 

building two clocks in a single light bulb. I was able 
to create many of my initial sketches during my hour 
commute to and from work, while living in Chicago. 
(See Figure 1). 

In an effort to find 
a large 1,000-watt 
light bulb, I visited 
almost all of the tall 
buildings in down-
town Chicago, find-
ing that most of the 
tall buildings had 
converted to more 
e n e r g y - e f f i c i e n t 
lighting. On my way 
to work one day, I 
stopped at the Lyric 
Opera House to say 
“hello” to my friend, 
the ticket master. 
I asked him about 
the possibility of still 
having a 1,000-watt 

light bulb in the Opera House. A couple of days later, 
he called my name as I walked down the street in 
front of the Opera House, and reaching under the 
ticket counter, he pulled out a paper bag which con-
tained the 1,000-watt light bulb I needed. 

My desire was to build a completely functional as-
sembly of two clock movements inside the 1,000-
watt light bulb. I was able to insert all of the compo-
nents through a 1” (diameter) hole at the base of the 
bulb. 

This 1,000-watt bulb has the typical shape of an in-
candescent lamp. It is 6.5” in diameter and 12” tall. 
The dials of the two clocks are 4” in diameter and the 
two back-to-back movements are 2” deep. 

The clocks are supported by a central column made 
of brass tubing that is then mounted to a support 
bracket fastened with Allen screws to a brass ring. 
This is soldered to the inside of the base of the bulb. 
The assembly of the clocks inside the light bulb re-
quired some specially-made tools to mechanically 
connect the components (See Figure 2). The two 
movements were assembled inside the bulb and then 
fastened together back-to-back with Allen screws. 
These two movements are quartz movements with a 
shared quartz module and battery supply hidden in 
the base of the bulb. (See Figures 3, 4, 5.)
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Figure 1: One of the initial sketches.

Figure 2: The specialized tools. 

Figure 3: One movement installed. 



The movements can be adjusted timewise by a long 
shaft that is enclosed in the support column, and can 
be engaged with the time-adjusting knobs in each 
movement. The base for the light bulb clock, when 
finished, will be made from a solid block of clear 
acrylic 4” thick and 12” in diameter with a threaded 
socket turned into the base. This allows the bulb to 
be screwed into the base as you would with a normal 
light bulb. (See Figure 6.)

In addition to this double clock in a bulb, I have also 
built a clock in the shape of a lighthouse made from 
stained glass. A light flashes in the top and the dome 
rotates to show the time. Another unusual horologi-
cal project I have built is a bookend clock that I cre-
ated by cutting a mantel clock in two. Each half of 
the clock face is set to show the correct time, no 
matter how many books are placed in between.

Elmer Westerman, horologist and AWCI member, 
has a background in Management Science and In-
dustrial Engineering. He has also served in the mili-
tary. View more “Clocks in a Bulb” photos at: www.
folkartinbottles.com. Click under the “Artists” tab 
and “Westerman.” t
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Figure 6: The finished double-clock in the bulb. 

by eLMer WeSTerMaN

functional double clock in a light bulb

Figure 5: Both movements mounted in clock back-to-back. 

Figure 4: The second movement installed.

Would you Like To Be A Contributing Writer?

If you submit a technical article that is published with 
us, you will recieve an appreciation fee. If you are a 
watchmaker or clockmaker and have never written for 
us before, we welcome you to give it a try! We cher-
ish our current writers and welcome even more new 
articles! See www.awci.com/horologicaltimes
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eckcells
www.eckcells.com
We accept all major credit cards

379 Main St • Stoneham, MA 02180
1-781-438-3208 • eckcells@gmail.com

“Spare Parts, Tools, And Supplies 
Sold By Professional Watchmakers 

To Professional Watchmakers”

…You have a Sellita SW200 movement and need a repair kit 
from Eckcells. Each kit contains 18 commonly-needed spare parts. 

Re�lls are always available. We stock all other movement parts 
needed to repair these quality movements used by Tag Heuer, 

Movado, Raymond Weil, Oris, and many other �ne brands. 
(NOTE: Most ETA parts do not fit these movements.)

Order Yours Now for $99.95 
(a savings of $6.15 if purchased separately)

WHEN YOU SEE 
THIS TRADEMARK 
ON A MOVEMENT…

Designing a 
New Gear Train

This is a function that not only applies to making 
a new clock but also to repairing those clocks 
that have been repaired by “handymen.” It 

is not unusual to come across a specimen that has 
had wheels and pinions cannibalized from another 
movement and they are often not suitable for use, 
just conveniently located. Once, I had a movement 
where the wheels were so unsuitable that the pivot 
holes in one plate were displaced by more than an 
eighth of an inch. I was told later that it had been, 
“Picked up from Stalingrad by Uncle Charlie who had 
repaired it and it had not worked since!” (Evidently, 
it was after the siege—Uncle Charlie was not fool-
hardy!)  Actually, this is the sort of job that is often 
accompanied by the phrase, “There’s not much that 
needs to be done.”

Calculating gear counts and using the formula for the 
dimensions of wheels and pinions are simple, but the 
latter depends upon the designer making a choice 
of module or tooth size. What size should teeth be? 
What defines it? (So far as repairs are concerned, the 
evidence for the original pivot hole centers may still 
be there.)

To simply state that a small clock uses small teeth 
and a large one uses large teeth is not a complete 
answer. In most clocks the movement is hidden, so 
why not use a small movement in a large clock?

A major reason is the size of the hands. Large clocks 
generally mean large hands. These hands can be 
skeletonized to reduce their weight, and they can be 
balanced, too, so that the clock movement is not la-
boring to drive them “uphill” in the left semi-circle of 
the dial, nor being driven when they descend in the 
right semi-circle. However, the effect of weight is not 
limited to whether the hands are on the left or the 
right; there is also the friction developed.

Frictional load is equal to the weight multiplied by the 
coefficient of friction, (around 0.3 for metal-to-metal 
bearing). Fairly obviously, heavy hands produce a 
frictional load greater than lighter ones (this subject 
was covered more fully in the September 2011 issue 
of Horological Times). For the stop/go operation of 
a clock movement, I limit the pressure at the bearing 

to 200 pounds per square inch. Since the pressure 
is load divided by the projected area of the bear-
ing surface (the diameter multiplied by the effective 
length; as in Figure 1) the effective length of a bear-
ing is the actual length of contact. Any chamfer or 
oil cup at the entrances, or relief inside the bearing, 
reduces the effective length. A heavy hand demands 
a larger diameter for its bearing than a lighter one.

by LaUrie PeNMaN
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The distance between the movement plates is also 
affected by the size of the hands. In Figure 2, I have 
shown two center arbors, one with a greater distance 
between plates than the other. The extension that 
carries the hands is not usually supported at its outer 
end and forms a cantilever. Looking from the side of 
the movement, you can see that the weight of the 
hands is attempting to rotate the arbor clockwise. 
The rear bearing forms a fulcrum and the front pivot 
supports a downward load created by the weight of 
the hands at the end of the extension.

The arbor is, in fact, a lever, and you can see from 
Figure 2 that the load on the front bearing of the 
narrow plates is larger. Therefore, to maintain a 
safe bearing pressure, the bearing surface must be 
larger, as well. Increasing the bearing surface can be 
achieved by increasing the diameter or the effective 
length, or both. Many 18th-century and early 19th-
century clocks had the front bearing extended by 
using a tapered stake to open the hole and thicken 
its perimeter (Figure 3).

Consider the Pendulum

The energy needed to keep a pendulum swinging is 
equal to the energy lost. These are areas where en-
ergy is lost: 

• The bending of the suspension spring.
• Friction in the crutch loop or peg.
• Air resistance. 

Generally speaking, large clocks have long pendu-
lum rods and heavy bobs. The suspension springs 
are stiffer and need more energy to bend them; the 
bobs are large and have greater air resistance than 
small bobs. More energy is consumed by the pen-
dulum of a large clock and so more energy in the 
form of a greater weight or a stronger mainspring is 
needed. Both place higher loads on the arbors, which 
then require pivots of a diameter sufficient to pre-
vent breakage and keep the bearing pressure down. 

Clocks with balance wheels and balance springs are 
usually no larger than a mantel clock. Clearly, the di-
mensions of the wheels, pinions and escapement in 
smaller clocks are smaller than those in larger ones, 
which accounts for the difference between the bal-
ance wheel in a miniature carriage clock and a big 
Westminster Chime mantel clock with a platform es-
capement. The energy needed to keep the balance 
swinging varies accordingly, and so do the demands 
on the clock’s power source.

Consider the Gears

A small tooth is weaker than a large tooth, but there 
are two main reasons for small teeth being employed 
in a clock:

1. To keep the size of the movement down.

2. To allow the use of a large count of wheel and 
 pinion teeth.

The first statement is merely a matter of saying 
that small clocks must have small teeth. The second 
statement means that a large clock may need to 

by LaUrie PeNMaN
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New Battery Prices
Buy 300 Assorted Batteries For Best Price

Popular Energizer Batteries
Bat No.            300+   100-295 20-95 5-15
315  .74 .76 .80 .84
321  .49 .50 .53 .56
364/363 .33 .34 .36 .38
371/370 .47 .48 .50 .53
377/376 .33 .34 .36 .38
395/399 .62 .63 .67 .70
CR2016 .44 .45 .48 .50
CR2032 .44 .45 .48 .50

Priced per piece, sold packages of 5.

2/12

Your Horological Source
Since 1969 

Tampa, FL

Available Online at
www.LivesaysInc.com

Prices subject to change without notice.

Phone Orders (800) 476-2715
Fax Orders (800) 476-8016

Email: info@LivesaysInc.com
Online Catalog: www.LivesaysInc.com

have small teeth because there are more teeth on its 
wheels and pinions. To fit within the plates, the tooth 
size is adjusted. A clock train has a number of mesh-
ing gears and the transmission of energy through it is 
not steady—it varies as the aspect of driving tooth to 
driven tooth alters during gear rotation. 

Figure 4 shows a 48-tooth wheel driving an 8-leaved 
pinion. Note that as the two rotate, the distance from 
the point of contact to the centers of the two gears 
changes and their ratio changes, as well. This means 
the leverage of the wheel over the pinion alters as 
they rotate and the power transmitted will fluctuate.

Figure 5 shows the same thing for a 96-tooth wheel 
and a 16-leaved pinion. This is the same ratio, of 
course, but now the fluctuations are not so great and 
the transmission of energy is smoother. Since the 
timekeeping of an ordinary clock is better when the 
energy supply is smoother, a good timekeeper is usu-
ally one that has a large count of gear teeth. The ef-
fect is not so great in a thirty-hour clock because the 
fluctuations are cyclical. If the ratios between all the 
wheels and pinions allow a complete repeating of all 
the combinations of transmission fluctuations within 
the day, nobody is going to notice. Even if complete 
repetition does not occur within the day, a thirty-hour 
clock is not often expected to produce precise time-
keeping (I am excluding chronometers) and the varia-
tion is not noted.

An eight-day clock has more gears, and although the 
driving or great wheel may rotate once in 12 hours, the 
gear ratios may not allow a complete repetition of the 
fluctuations. If the clock is spring driven, repetition of 
the pattern of fluctuation may take two days to occur, 
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at the best. Both types of eight-day clocks are ex-
pected to give good timekeeping. A long case, being 
driven by weight, does not have the fluctuations due 
to  mainsprings  that  add  to  the  effect,  and  so  is  
capable  of  good  week-by-week timekeeping.

If a clockmaker produces a long case regulator 
movement with a seconds pendulum, you will find 
there is no pinion in the going train that is smaller in 
count than about 16, and it may be as great as 20. At 
the least, this will double the number of teeth on all 
the wheels, with the exception of the escape wheel 
(unless small teeth are used, the movement plates 
will be enormous).

Pivot Friction

The frictional load on the pivots does not vary with 
their diameter, or at least not within the normal range 
of pivot size and design. However, if the pivot diam-
eter is increased, the frictional load applied to the 
increased diameter increases the frictional torque 
and hence, the losses. What’s more, the shoulder 
diameter will probably have been increased as well, 
and the losses there can be greater than on the pivot 
diameter.

Gear Teeth Friction 

A greater count of pinion and wheel teeth results in a 
smaller transmission angle (the angle through which 
any meshing pair of teeth remains in contact). If this 
angle is reduced, then so is the track of the contact 
between the teeth and they rub for a relatively short-
er time (see Figure 6) which reduces the frictional 
losses at the gear teeth.

A clock is full of places where it loses energy. These 
areas include:

• The escapement.
• The cable pulley and barrel.
• Mainsprings.
• The crutch and top block of the pendulum. 

They are all altered by changing the loads imposed 
by the driving force. The required driving force is 
changed by altering dimensions!  This is a situation 
that can get out of hand.

Suppose that a weight-driven clock is designed to 
work on a light weight (for example, two pounds) 
and a recoil escapement, and the clockmaker does 
not want to go to the expense of cutting gears with a 
large count of teeth. A guess must be made at the di-
ameter of the pivots and the pivot shoulders which, 
while strong enough to withstand the driving loads, 
do not lose so much energy at their greatest radii 
that the clock refuses to work reliably. If the clock 
fails at the first test, the clockmaker has two choices: 
Increase the weight and the pivot diameters to with-
stand it, or decrease the pivot sizes to lower the fric-
tional losses.     
                                
If the clockmaker is unlucky, this becomes a race be-
tween the two considerations. It is the reason why 
certain designs wear out their pivot holes rapidly 
(the pivots are too small and highly loaded). Or, they 
are simply unreliable (the pivots are too large and 
absorbing too much of the available energy).

by LaUrie PeNMaN
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by LaUrie PeNMaN
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These problems are less of a hazard when:

• Hardened, tempered and polished pivots are used  
 in a suitable thickness of clock plate.

•  Well-made, hardened, tempered and polished 
 pinions are fitted.

•  Escapement working surfaces are hardened and  
 polished.

•  Driving losses due to stiff cords and rough, unlubri-
 cated mainsprings are eliminated.

•  Rigid, non-flexing plate and pillars are used. 

•  The movement is properly supported.

Clocks have been made for a very long time, and 
standards have been arrived at by trial and error over 
the centuries. A simple table will provide a rough, 
but serviceable guide in choosing pivot sizes, driving 
force and gear tooth sizes for a given style of clock.  

Such a table is usually established from the repairer‘s 
or maker’s own experience. The force is stated as the 
load at the outside of the barrel, whether it is spring 
or weight operated. To test the former, the load is 
applied by a cord wrapped around the chosen bar-
rel with the spring wound for about one-seventh of 
its possible number of turns. These are the number 
of turns normally expected to be left in the clock at 
the end of its eight-day run, (or whatever term is in-
tended for the clock).

When creating a new pivot for a badly damaged 
movement, experience is a better gauge of a suitable 
diameter than measuring the existing pivot, which 
had probably been filed and polished several times 
in its life and is now much smaller than is preferred. t  

Laurie Penman has contributed his expertise to many different 
facets of AWCI. He has been a clock instructor and has taught 
correspondence courses for the Institute. In addition, he has 
contributed many articles to Horological Times. Currently, he 
teaches and writes from his home in Kidderminster, England.
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by biLL CUrLey

The Inside 
Out Wheel     

As a clock parts maker, I find many unusual 
parts cross my path. There seems to be no 
end to the varieties that appear. I was asked 

to find a solution for an internal-toothed wheel prob-
lem. It was cast of white pot metal to the brass great 
wheel and the mechanism had worn out.  

These mechanisms are found on some models of 
Colonial Manufacturing Company tall clocks and are 
part of a planetary-type winding system that is used 
to multiply the number of turns to the great wheel 
per the fall of the weight. Figures 1 and 2 show the 
front and rear views of one of these movements us-
ing this system. Figure 3 shows a close-up of the 
plate stamped with: “Colonial Mfg. Co., Winterhalder, 
Germany, No. 53E”, and the click wheel arrangement. 
Figures 4 and 5 show disassembled original wheels 
and the wear on the pot metal teeth.

I had no method to recast the part like the original, 
but I was able to redesign the assembly to use a 
brass replacement wheel. This involved jig boring the 
great wheel to accept three rivets and two steady 
pins (dowels). The mating pattern is also jig bored in 
the replacement internal toothed wheel. I turn off the 
section of pot metal that includes the internal teeth 
flush with the brass wheel. Then, I leave the material 
in place that is a bearing area for the shaft. 

The internal teeth for the replacement wheel are cut 
using the WEDM (wire electrical discharge machin-
ing) process in a pre-turned blank. Figure 6 shows 
the new wheel assembled to the great wheel and the 
mating chain wheel. WEDM is widely used in the tool 
making industry. It requires drawing the part’s ge-
ometry in a CAD computer program and then using 
that geometry to control the WEDM machine to cut 

features

Figure 1:  Front view of movement.

Figure 2:  Movement rear view.

Figure 3:  Front plate click wheel.

Figure 4:  Original parts. 
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out the part. A search online will bring up a good 
description of this process. 

Being a former Tool and 
Die Maker and Metal 
Stamping Engineer, I am 
familiar with this process 
and have applied its use 
to many clock parts. It 
would be difficult to cut 
these teeth using any 
normal machine tools, 
although a shaper would 
probably work, or possi-
bly some kind of broach 
setup. Figure 7 shows a 
complete chain wheel as-

sembly ready for assembly to the movement.

To date, I have made replacement internal-toothed 
wheels for four clocks and they were all for the chime 
train. I was told by the customer that this gearing 
setup is used on all three trains of the clock.

Not being as familiar with the mathematics of this 
gear arrangement, I did some online searches and 
asked some of my clock contacts for help. Peter 
Grimwood of the UK assisted with the following ex-
planations of this system. This system is considered 
one of the three types of an Epicyclic gear train. The 
three types are the star, planetary, and solar. The sys-
tem in this application is the solar type. In this type, 
the sun gear (center gear) is the fixed component 
and the planet gears/carrier arm and annulus ring 
gear rotate. To determine the number of revolutions 
of the great wheel per revolution of the chain wheel, 
we can use the formula as follows: Revolutions out of 
the great wheel (RG) equals turns in from the chain 
wheel (RC) times 1, plus the number of teeth on the 
sun wheel (20 teeth) divided by the number of teeth 
on the annulus ring gear (60 teeth). This is expressed 
mathematically as:
 RG=RC  (1+20/60)
 RG=1     (1+.333)
 RG=       1.333

From this, we see one turn of the chain wheel equals 
one and one-third of the great wheel so three turns of 
the chain wheel equals four turns of the great wheel. 
This is a three-to-four ratio. Figure 8 shows a graphi-
cal representation of how the gears turn, confirming 
the ratio when, after three quarters of a turn of the 
chain wheel, the great wheel has made one full turn. 

In summary, the design intent of this movement was 
to obtain the required number of turns to the great 
wheel within a limited length of drop of the weight. 
This was achieved by using this solar epicyclic gear 
train to multiply the turns. t

by biLL CUrLey
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Figure 8:  Gear rotation diagram.

Figure 5:  Another view of original parts.

Figure 6:  New wheel assembled.

Figure 7:  Great wheel-chain 
wheel assembly.
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by aL DODSON, CMC
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Repairing a 
Broken Clock 
Suspension 
Spring

Generally a broken suspension spring is more 
of an inconvenience than a problem; that is, 
we can usually find a ready replacement from 

one of our suppliers. This is especially true of most 
Connecticut-type move-
ments of the kitchen clock 
variety. However, there 
are some exceptions 
where we may have to 
fabricate a replacement. 
Ansonia and Waterbury 
Clock Company made 
many movements where 
the standard suspension 
rod does not fit, nor is the 
crutch loop adjustable. 
Many of the American-
made 4-glass regulators 
from a range of manu-
factures also have this 
problem. Figure 1 shows 
an Ansonia crutch and 
ill-fitting suspension rod; 
the loop here measures 
.084”. 

Figure 2 is a Waterbury 
movement and the loop 
measures .074”. The stan-
dard replacement rod 
is 1/16” (.062”). In either 
case, the excessive space 
between the rod and the 
crutch represents a great 
deal of lost impulse that 
should be going to main-
tain the motion of the 
pendulum.

To remedy this problem, 
we will make a suspen-

sion rod assembly that fits the crutch loop and is 
true to the original design. First, you need to obtain 
a piece of stock that fits the crutch loop. A clearance 
of around .002” to .004” is ideal. Any type of steel 
will suffice, but W-1 drill rod, which is available from 
industrial suppliers such as MSC or McMaster-Carr, is 
easily obtained in the necessary sizes. This offers the 
pliability needed for bending. Next, grind or file a flat 
on the end of around .5”, removing approximately 
half the diameter (Figure 3). 

Now we need to prepare the spring itself. Obtain a 
piece of spring steel shim stock of the appropriate 
thickness (.003” or .004”) and cut it to size. Ordinary 
scissors work well for cutting this thin stock. Now, 
punch a well-centered hole .025” from one end. An 
old staking set that you are willing to “abuse” is a 
tool every clockmaker should have!  (See Figure 4). 
Next, we grind a slot on the end of the spring about 

1/16” long (Figure 5). A one-inch cut-off disc works 
great for this. If you are not familiar with this “weap-
on,” find a copy of Twenty-First Century Watchmak-
ing by William O. Smith (AWCI Press) for some great 
examples of what can be done with these discs. 

Figure 1:  The Ansonia crutch 
and an ill-fitting suspension 
rod.

Figure 2:  A Waterbury move-
ment.

Figure 3:  Filing a flat on the end of drill rod.

Figure 4:  An old staking set you are willing to “abuse.” 



Now, we finish up. Mark the spot to bend the rod 
(Figure 6) and begin to make the bend (Figure 7). 
Continue to close the bend and trim the excess rod 
to make a good fit (Figure 8). Squeeze the bend in 
the vice to tighten it up on the spring and there you 
have it ready to install. By paying attention to the 
crutch loop fit in every clock we repair, we can maxi-
mize the power transferred from the escapement to 
the pendulum and increase our chances for a suc-
cessful repair. t
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repairing a brocken clock suspension spring

Figure 8:  Bending and trimming is needed to produce a good 
fit.

by aL DODSON, CMC

Figure 5:  Grinding a slot on the end of the spring.

Figure 6:  The spot is marked for bending the rod.

Figure 7:  Making the bend in the rod.



The Minnesota 
Clockmakers Guild
The Minnesota Clockmakers Guild’s (MCG) 
January program included an interest-
ing project that asked members to “Bring 
a Favorite Tool.” The program included members 
sharing a variety of their favorite tools and how the 
tools were constructed, as well as the uses and effec-
tiveness of each tool. (See Figures 1 and Figure 1-1).
 

During “show and tell,” Richard Zielike shared with 
members a French repeater wall clock modified with 
the installation of a quartz movement. Interestingly, 
even though the clock has a quartz movement, the 
mechanical movement parts were saved and placed 
inside the case. (See Figure 2).

 
Jeff Pomeroy also shared a large two-volume set of 
books, Clocks and Watch Companies 1700s – 2000s, 
by Steven Mallory which covered patents.

The MCG-MWCA’s Symposium is fast approach-
ing. It’s May 5th at the Kelly Inn, St. Paul, Minnesota. 
Please e-mail Secretary, Dean Ziegenbein, with sug-
gestions or ideas regarding special classes or topics 
for the Symposium. 

If you live in or are visiting the region, please con-
sider attending one of the following MCG Affiliate 
Chapter meetings on March 1st or April 5th. Please 
contact President, Richard Zielike at 952-938-0681, 
zielike@earthlink.net to RSVP.
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Figure 1:  Free Inclinometer/level application for setting up 
clocks with your Android cell phone.

Figure 1-1:  Micro-Indexing Head that can cut any tooth count 
with a single indexing plate and secondary micrometer index.

Figure 2:  Richard Zielike shows the French repeater modified 
with the installation of a quartz movement. The photo in the 
middle is the view of the back of the dial with the quartz move-
ment installed. The photo to the far right shows that all the me-
chanical movement parts have been preserved inside the case.

SAVE THE DATE:
The Wisconsin 
Horological Society 
Annual Convention, 
April 27 – 29, 2012
Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin April 27-28-29, 2012
AWCI Bench Course: The Rolex 1500 Model, 
by Tom Schomaker, CMW21

Please plan to spend all day with us on Saturday, April 28th. Tom will have an-
other 3-hour presentation on Sunday morning covering a variety of horological 
topics. There will be AWCI, CW21 CEU’S given out to attendees. For more informa-
tion, please contact: Glenn Gardner, CMW at: ggardner49@gmail.com.



Local Guild 
in Texas 
Provides 
Career 
Guidance

While contacting AWCI’s Affiliate Chapters, 
I was able to learn of an inspiring “true 
story” in the field of horology. This is not 

unique. No doubt, there are countless stories like this 
that I’ve not heard which might sound very similar to 
this one. This proves, however, that our local guilds 
and affiliate chapters are assets. It also shows how 
vital they are to our communities.

Hugh Lindsey, Treasurer of the Capitol Area Watch 
& Clockmakers Guild of Texas, was the source of 
this interesting story. Evidently, a young man living 
in College Station, Texas, was working at an Army-
Navy Surplus store. At that time, his only ambition in 
life was to raise enough money to buy a jeep. He had 
no other goals or aspirations. 

He learned that a friend’s godmother was interested 
in clocks, and he asked her if she could teach him 
something about the art of clockmaking. Her re-
sponse was that she would help him learn about 
clocks, but only if he joined the Capitol Area Watch 
& Clockmakers Guild of Texas. He attended a few 
meetings, enjoyed the atmosphere and camaraderie, 
and started taking their clockmaking courses. Even-
tually, he took some watchmaking courses from the 
guild as well. They offer one-on-one courses and he 
excelled at these.

Through his connection to this group and from the 
classes he took, he decided he was going to pursue 
watchmaking as a career. When this decision was 
made, the guild provided him with a small scholar-
ship to assist him. He moved to Seattle and enrolled 
in the North Seattle Community College Watch 
Technology Institute Program. He then worked for 
a large watch company, and after some time, went 
into business for himself and became a Certified 
Watchmaker of the 21st Century (CW21).

Again, a story such as this reinforces the benefits of 
a social and educational presence on a local level. 

Hugh and I discussed this importance, along with the 
recent difficulties facing local groups, which includes 
the difficulty of getting together over long distanc-
es. It was his opinion that it would be detrimental 
to completely move to internet-based communica-
tion. His reasons beyond the loss of camaraderie 
were that he believed not all members are computer 
savvy. 

In addition, there seems is a measure of accountabil-
ity attached to personal meetings and mailed litera-
ture. The Capitol Area Watch & Clockmakers Guild 
of Texas provides their members a Springtime event 
that includes a Swap Meet and a Bench Tips Round-
table. They also offer on-site classes and programs 
relevant to their members who range from local hob-
byists to professionals in horology.

As the members of this Texas guild show, there are 
many benefits to joining a local AWCI Affiliate Chap-
ter. You can meet individuals who are like-minded 
and share your passion for the profession. You can 
make business connections that will help you locate 
goods and services. You will have others who can as-
sist you with difficulties you encounter, and they can 
help direct you to good solutions. 

If you are not part of a local guild, or don’t know 
where to start, please contact AWCI or myself for 
the names of other members in your area. We are 
happy to help you expand your horology horizons.
Contact:   Wes Grau:  wgrau@awci.com  or Jennifer 
Bilodeau:  jbilodeau@awci.com

Capitol Area Watch & Clockmakers Guild of Texas
www.cawcg.org
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Series of Brand-Speci�c Courses 
for CW21 and CMW21 Professionals

HAVE YOU SIGNED UP YET?
It’s the education you’ve been asking for!

•   Improve Your Expertise on High Grade 
    Timepieces
•   Increase Your Productivity and Pro�tability
•   Update your Reference Library (New100-page
     service manual provided)

      February 20 – 24th         Rolex Series /  caliber 3035
      March 19 – 23rd          Rolex Series /  caliber 3035
      April 16 – 20th           Rolex Series /  caliber 3035
      May 21 – 25th           Rolex Series /  caliber 3035
     
     Visit www.awci.com and Click on Education/Certi�cation for more dates.

Beginning in February 2012, AWCI will o�er all CW21 and CMW21 holders a special series of 
continuing education courses focusing on the service procedures of speci�c high-grade timepieces. 
These courses will cover pro�ciencies such as:

 •  Maintaining Factory Standards (Timing / Escapement / Lubrication)
 •  Diagnostics and Repair (Barrel / Gear Train / Winding System / Calendar)
 •  Dialing and Casing Procedures
 •  Estimating and Quality Control  
 •  Case and Bracelet Refinishing and Repair

The Advanced 21 Series courses o�ered in 2012 will focus primarily on Rolex caliber 3035 with 
training materials on loan from Rolex Watch USA. Classes will be taught by AWCI’s Watchmaking 
Instructor, Tom Schomaker, CMW21. Mr. Schomaker’s expert teaching capabilities—and his 
substantial experience as a retail watchmaker specializing in Rolex watch service—will make these 
sessions the �agship event in AWCI’s broad range of educational o�erings.

To Register Contact AWCI: Daniela Ott, Education Coordinator, 866-367-2924 ext. 303
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education & certification

SIGN UP EARLy!
We reserve the right to cancel a class if there are less than six participants signed up 30 days prior to the first day of class, so we 
encourage you to wait before making travel or hotel arrangements until this deadline has passed. If in doubt, please contact Daniela 
Ott at 866-367-2924, ext. 303. Should a class be cancelled due to lack of participation, the fee will be returned the same way you 
paid (i.e., credit on your credit card or check). Or if a class is offered again later during the year, you have the option to transfer to 
that class. You can also transfer the fee to another class if space is available. Information is available online at www.awci.com. This 
schedule is subject to change. Seats may become available for the classes; please contact AWCI to be added to waiting list.

AWCI Course and Certification Schedule 2012
All classes qualify for 5 CEU’s
Feb 27 – Mar 1            Certification, Okmulgee 
Mar      5 - 9    Polishing & Refinishing   
Mar  12 - 16    Balance Staffing & Timing   
Mar 19 - 23    Advanced 21   
Apr   9 - 13    Lever Escapement   
Apr  16 - 20    Advanced 21   
Apr  23 - 26    Certification, AWCI  
May 21 - 25    Advanced 21   
Jun  4 - 7   Certification, AWCI  
Jun  11 - 15    Basic Watch Repair   
Jun  18 - 22    Advanced 21   
Jul   16 - 20    Polishing & Refinishing   
Jul   23 - 27    Advanced 21  
Aug  6 - 9   Certification, Lititz   
Aug  13 - 16   Certification, N. Seattle  
Aug 27 - 31    Advanced 21   
Sep 10 - 14    Advanced 21   
Sep 17 - 21    Modern Mech. Chronograph 7750/7751   
Sep 24 - 28    Modern Automatic Watches   
Oct  1 - 4    Certification, AWCI 
Oct  15 - 19    Advanced 21  
Nov 12 - 16    Advanced 21  
Dec 3 - 6    Certification, Okmulgee  

TO REGISTER FOR CLASSES OR EXAMS, please call toll-free  
1-866-FOR-AWCI (367-2924), ext. 303 or e-mail Daniela Ott: dott@awci.com. 

AWCI
advanced21

AWCI now offers all CW21 and CMW21 
holders a special series of continuing 
education courses focusing on the ser-
vice procedures of specific high-grade 
mechanical watches. Plan to attend!

5-day block: $875.00  
*  3-day block: $525.00 

* All classes held at AWCI Academy of 
Watchmaking in Harrison, OH

Series of Brand-Speci�c Courses 
for CW21 and CMW21 Professionals

HAVE YOU SIGNED UP YET?
It’s the education you’ve been asking for!

•   Improve Your Expertise on High Grade 
    Timepieces
•   Increase Your Productivity and Pro�tability
•   Update your Reference Library (New100-page
     service manual provided)

      February 20 – 24th         Rolex Series /  caliber 3035
      March 19 – 23rd          Rolex Series /  caliber 3035
      April 16 – 20th           Rolex Series /  caliber 3035
      May 21 – 25th           Rolex Series /  caliber 3035
     
     Visit www.awci.com and Click on Education/Certi�cation for more dates.

Beginning in February 2012, AWCI will o�er all CW21 and CMW21 holders a special series of 
continuing education courses focusing on the service procedures of speci�c high-grade timepieces. 
These courses will cover pro�ciencies such as:

 •  Maintaining Factory Standards (Timing / Escapement / Lubrication)
 •  Diagnostics and Repair (Barrel / Gear Train / Winding System / Calendar)
 •  Dialing and Casing Procedures
 •  Estimating and Quality Control  
 •  Case and Bracelet Refinishing and Repair

The Advanced 21 Series courses o�ered in 2012 will focus primarily on Rolex caliber 3035 with 
training materials on loan from Rolex Watch USA. Classes will be taught by AWCI’s Watchmaking 
Instructor, Tom Schomaker, CMW21. Mr. Schomaker’s expert teaching capabilities—and his 
substantial experience as a retail watchmaker specializing in Rolex watch service—will make these 
sessions the �agship event in AWCI’s broad range of educational o�erings.

To Register Contact AWCI: Daniela Ott, Education Coordinator, 866-367-2924 ext. 303



Watchmaker 
and Distributor 
Collaborate to 
Produce a 
Better Tool
        

American Ingenuity Drives 
Development of New Bezel 
Removing Tool

John Annibali, CW21, and Gary Borel of Jules Borel 
& Co. knew the industry needed a broader selection 
of bezel remover tools. They found some of the in-
expensive, more popular tools had drawbacks. Some 
had single-blade cutting surfaces that quickly be-
came worn. Occasionally, replacement parts were 
not uniform or didn’t fit older models. Others had a 
bed designed to catch the bezel that was made from 
over-the-counter rubber bands, and these needed 
frequent replacement.

How did the idea for this new tool get started? When 
John Annibali of Annibali’s Watch and Clock Repair 
received replacement knives he’d recently ordered, 
he found the two holes for the attachment screws 
did not align properly, even though the replacement 

knives were made to fit the bezel remover. Knowing 
a thing or two about machining, John annealed the 
new knives to soften them, he reworked the holes, 
then he re-hardened the metal. After all this work, 
he decided to place a call to his supplier, Gary Borel. 
“When I heard of the series of events required to 
correct the jaws, I knew we needed to change our fo-
cus on this particular equipment,” Borel said. “I don’t 
hesitate to make a change when we know there’s a 
better option out there,” he continued. “It was also 
evident when I spoke with John that he had CNC ma-
chining capabilities and some impressive ideas. So 
we both came to the conclusion that, if he produced 
the improved tool, we’d distribute it.”

Gary Borel, Product Manager of Tools at Jules Borel 
& Co., also had prior experience in equipment ma-
chining. In high school he worked at a machine shop 
with his family manufacturing anemometers sup-
plied to hospitals. These were the machines that reg-
ulated the oxygen level in oxygen tents. Gary would 
make the odometer portion, his mother pressed 
jewels into plates, then his father would assemble 
the equipment. From this background, Gary learned 
the value of quality in tool production. He also de-
veloped a sense of pride for “made in the USA” 
products. That’s why he avidly looks for American 
products whenever they’re available for his horology 
supplies business.

The new bezel remover tool developed by John 
Annibali has several major improvements. The first 
innovation was a circular knife configuration. The 
tool’s sharp, rotary lifting knives can be turned 360°. 
When the blades become dull, a slight rotation will 
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by aMy DUNN

Figure 1: New bezel removing tool. Improvements include circu-
lar knives, netting, and the quality of individual components.

Figure 2: Side view of tool.



give the knife a new 
edge. This design 
greatly prolongs the 
life of the blades. An-
nibali has added plas-
tic netting between 
the main posts to pre-
vent the bezel from 
being damaged once 
it’s been removed. 
The design also keeps 
the knives parallel be-
cause the rear move-
able bulkhead rests 
on the base plate. Ad-
ditionally, this bezel 
removing tool is con-
structed with quality 
materials. All screws 

and the main drive shaft are stainless steel. The base 
plate, drive screw anchor and the front and back 
bulkheads are made of aluminum. The circular knives 
are made of heat-treated tool steel to help maximize 
longevity. 

Annibali says of the new 
tool, “I think if a watch-
maker is going to invest 
in equipment, that equip-
ment should give top per-
formance and should be 
designed to last.” He adds, 
“And because this is intend-
ed for use on major luxury 
brands, I wanted it to pro-
vide smooth, dependable 
performance all the way 
through the process.” Anni-
bali has the tool produced 
on CNC machining equip-
ment at a U.S. machine shop 
to ensure that all parts are 
uniform and interchange-

able. Jules Borel & Co. markets and distributes the 
bezel removing tool to the horology industry for a 
cost of approximately $300. 

According to Gary Borel, “Watchmakers are an in-
ventive bunch. You’d be surprised how often we hear 
from people who have ideas about better methods, 
tools or supplies. We listen closely to what they have 
to say,” he adds, “because we want the equipment 
we represent to be the very best.” 

This collaboration is just one example of how bet-
ter ideas are often born: It happens when you com-
bine American ingenuity with the inventiveness of a 
modern watchmaker—and the support of an industry 
supplier. t
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Designed by a watchmaker to remove fixed bezels on 
prestige watches, our unique new bezel remover has 
high-quality parts to provide precise operation, and rotating 
jaws for long-term usage.  Base measures 5” x 2.5”.

RMB300

Bezel Remover
$ 299.00

Jules Borel & Co.
Kansas City, Missouri 64106

800-776-6858  n  julesborel.com

Designed & Made in the USA!

Figure 3: John Annibali, 
CW21, developed the tool 
and now oversees the 
manufacturing.

Figure 4: Gary Borel, Product 
Manger of Tools at Jules Borel & 
Co., is the sole distributor for the 
RMB 300.

An Overview of Annibali’s Watch and Clock Repair

John Annibali, owner, operates his thriving watch and clock repair business in Palmyra, 
Pennsylvania. Founded in 1988, he serves both the public and trade with watch and 
clock repair. In recent years, he has turned his focus to the repair of high-grade 
watches. John is a CW21 watchmaker who has belonged to AWCI since 2008. For more 
information contact: John Annibali • 717-838-4293 • johnswc@comcast.net

A Snapshot of Jules Borel & Co.

The company was begun by Swiss-born Jules Borel who came to the U.S. in 1918. To 
feed his growing family, he sold “door-to-door” watch parts traveling around the 
country in a Model T Ford. In 1920 he settled down in Kansas City, Missouri and founded 
a materials supply house. The Borel family now owns and operates this U.S. company 
of over 30 employees. Jules Borel & Co. supplies watchmaker’s and jeweler’s tools, 
jewelry findings and their own line of Mallard watches. The company has also served 
on the AWCI Industry Advisory Board for many years. For more information visit: 
www.julesborel.com.
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BASELWORLD 
MARCH 8–15
BASELWORLD’S 2012 THEME: 
Where Business Begins and Trends 
Are Created

BASELWORLD, the World Watch and Jewelry Show, 
is held in Basel, Switzerland each spring. The show 
states there are around 1800 companies from the 
watch, jewelry and precious-stone industries, to-
gether with related sectors, showcasing their latest 
developments and innovations each year. They also 
state that the world’s most renowned brands display 
their collections exclusively at BASELWORLD.

You’ll find BASELWORLD offers the ideal network-
ing platform where watchmakers can forge valu-

able personal contacts in a very exclusive business 
atmosphere. It’s an event where watch, jewelry and 
precious-stone industries can display all the latest 
technologies, designs, innovations, colors, styles and 
trends.

About 100,000 visitors from the retail and whole-
sale trades make their way to Basel from all over the 
world. The presentation staged at BASELWORLD is 
unique, providing an opportunity to experience the 
world’s brands at their topmost level. For more on 
BASELWORLD go to: www.baselworld.com.

The pictorial below is a small sampling of the kinds of 
new products you’ll see at the show. Look for more 
information about BASELWORLD 2012 in Horologi-
cal Times later this spring. 

This is a small sampling of the new releases and the 
exciting displays at this year’s BASELWORLD:

GOING TO BASELWORLD? 
We’d like to hear about your experience. Share your 

thoughts and photos with us for an upcoming issue of 
Horological Times!Contact: Jennifer Bilodeau, Assistant 

Editor, jbilodeau@awci.com

Display Design at  BASELWORLD 2011.

The busy scene outside of the Rolex and Swatch exhibits at last 
year’s show.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Stephen Forsey of Greubel 
Forsey grew up in St. Albans, 
England, where he was inspired 
by his father’s passion for me-
chanics and engineering. From 
1987 to 1992 Forsey specialized 
in antique clock restoration and 
became head of Watch Restora-
tion at Asprey’s in London.  In 
1992 he joined Robert Greubel’s 
team. 

It’s High Time for Business

Two-Day Vendor Fair

Networking With Peers

Mix business, pleasure, education and networking in the Mile High City! Contact Bonni Scepkowski at 732-422-8888, 
Bonni@StellarMeetings.com to reserve your hotel room. (Some expenses can be tax-deductible, so start planning 
now.) Watch for more information at www.awci.com.

Continuing Education Courses

Visit Local Sites in Denver 

BOOK SIGNING
Archie Perkins, a legend in  
watchmaking, will be signing his 
newest AWCI published book:   
Antique Watch Restoration  - Volume I.

Hyatt Regency Denver Tech Center: GUEST ROOM RATES
Single Occupancy: $115.00
Double Occupancy: $115.00
Triple Occupancy: $140.00
Quadruple Occupancy: $165.00

AWCI Convention & Education Symposium: Aug. 1-5, 2012 Denver, Colorado

Hyatt Regency Denver Tech Center
7800 East Tufts Ave.
Denver, CO 80237

industry news

Aerowatch introduces the Re-
naissance Black Tornado Men’s 
watch.

Bulgari’s Papillion Voyager is a me-
chanical, 26-jewel watch featuring dual 
time zone display.

Bergeon introduces the new Dynamometric 
Screwdriver.
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Aerowatch introduces the Re-
naissance Black Tornado Men’s 
watch.

Bulgari’s Papillion Voyager is a me-
chanical, 26-jewel watch featuring dual 
time zone display.

Bergeon introduces the new Dynamometric 
Screwdriver.



Have You Seen These 
Customizable Mailers?
GO TO:  For Watchmakers & Clockmakers
CHOOSE:    For The Watchmaker (Or Clockmaker)
CLICK ON:  Marketing Support/Downloadable Direct Mailers

Care of the Modern Watch  Do’s  &  Don’ts
Wind	completely	once	a	day.	-OR-	 Wear	automatic	wind	all	day	or	wind	manually.	-OR-	 Change battery at once when exhausted.

Expose your watch to unusual or excessive shocks which cause 
poor	timekeeping	or	damage,	even	to	“shock	resistant”	and	
electronic watches.

Keep	your	watch	in	close	contact	with	perfumes,	powder,	or	other	
fine-particle	materials.

Wear your watch. Constant temperature is best for good timekeep-
ing. Avoid extreme temperatures which may damage it or impair 
timekeeping.

Place	your	watch	in	strong	magnetic	fields	close	to	electric	motors,	
generators,	radios,	televisions,	etc.

Take your watch to a competent AWCI member watchmaker at least 
every 3 - 5 years for periodic service to maintain accuracy and prevent 
premature wear.

LOOK FOR THE AMERICAN WATCHMAKERS‑CLOCKMAKERS INSTITUTE LOGO
Watchmakers who display the emblem of the American Watchmakers-Clockmakers 

Institute have access to the finest resources for information and specialized training. 

They are uniquely qualified to provide the best in professional advice and service.Advancing the Art, Science and Business of Timekeeping.www.awci.com

Don’t

Don’t

Don’t

Do!

Don’t

Do!

Do!
Expose	your	watch	to	moisture.	If	moisture	is	detected	in	any	watch,	
have it serviced at once! Keep your watch dry except as noted. 
“Water Resistant” means protected from accidental wetting. Dry as soon as possible.  

“Divers” watches are to be used according to manufacturers instructions.
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discover your new website

Use as Handout, Product 
Stuffer or Direct Mailer

To AWCI Members,

What you see today is only the first step in 

developing AWCI’s new presence on the web. 

We will continue to refine, improve and add 

services as we go along. And, we also appre-

ciate hearing your suggestions. 

Shortly, we will link the member sections to 

the next version of our member data base. 

This means there will be fewer steps for up-

dating your Member Referral Directory listing. 

The directory search functions will also be 

improved by linking to more accurate data.

We appreciate your patience as we enhance 

our new website. Whether you’re a Consum-

er, an Industry Supplier or a Watchmaker/

Clockmaker, it’s our goal to make www.awci.

com the focal point for horology on the web.

Amy Dunn

Marketing Director

Add your logo and info
Folds to 5 ½” x 3 ½” 

Click to order from our printer, 
or download art for your 
professional printer.
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QUESTION:
These are detailed pictures of an 8-Day Clock with 
the Harley Davidson Motorcycle logo on the dial. It 
has a bottom wind stem and crown like you would 
find on early motor vehicles. It is marked Made in 
France both on the dial and movement. It measures 
2 1/2” in diameter, excluding stem and crown, and 
bezel, dial, hands and numbers are a gold color. We 
would like to know if the clock is an original piece 
that would have been made for Harley Davidson for 
installation on their motorcycles. Or, is it a reproduc-
tion? Thank you.

Dan Hooper, Hooper’s Jewelers
Bowmanville, Ontario, Canada

ANSWER: 
I’m quite sure Mr. Hooper’s watch is a vintage auto-
mobile clock made for Harley Davidson. Although I 
can’t tell you much about the movement, it is of a 
style that would have been made at the turn of the 
20th century, and so is the case and dial. Harley Da-
vidson traces its beginnings to the early 20th cen-
tury, as well, so this vintage clock could certainly be 
an early example of a Harley Davidson motorcycle 
clock.
 

Did you Know?
Harley-Davidson was founded in Wisconsin in 1901 
by William S. Harley at age 21. He had designed a 
small engine with a displacement of 7.07 cubic 
inches and four-inch flywheels. This first engine was 
developed for a traditional pedal-type bicycle. By 
WWI, the company was supplying motorcycles for 
both personal use and the war effort. Although sales 
dropped dramatically during the Depression, they 
were booming again by WWII, when Harley David-
son was once again called upon to supply models for 
use by the armed services.

Today the company is known for its heavyweight 
motorcycles (over 750 cc) designed for cruising the 
highways. Harleys, Hogs or Choppers are now sold 
across the world, but much of the manufacturing still 
remains in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.  The company has 
long sold its brand identity for merchandising pur-
poses. Licensing of the Harley-Davidson brand and 
logo accounted for $40 million (0.8%) of the com-
pany’s net revenue in 2010. 

After several years of slumping motorcycle sales, 
the company has roared back to life. Harley David-
son sales were reported at 1.26 billion USD in the 2nd 
quarter of 2011.

All available from our website
clocksmagazine.com

=

June 2011, £4.45/US$8.45/AU$10.50

CLOCKS
m a g a z i n e

Established 1977

www.clocksmagazine.com

An Englishman abroad

  
  

by DaviD CHriSTiaNSON, CMW21, FaWi

questions &  answers



business 
opportunity

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Turnkey location for watch, jewelry and retail sales in high traf-
fic, large department store in Burlington and Natick, MA malls. 
Free use of fixtures. Will provide training. Invest $2,500 plus 

$2,500 in inventory. Fax questions to: 925-735-7405.

clock classes 
Clock Repair, Making & Designing by Laurie Penman
Laurie Penman’s Correspondence Course has run since 1990. One-
to-one tuition, 24/7 distance instruction and help by Internet and 

Skype. No time limit on individual courses. £550. 
Classes in the gorgeous English countryside. 

One student £800, Two £450 ea. Three £330 ea. 
Mid-day meal included.  Details: laurie_penman@hotmail.co

for sale
CLOCKMAKING & MODELMAKING BOOKS & DVDS 

by W. R. Smith, 8049 Camberley Drive, Powell, TN 37849. Phone 
865-947-9671; www.wrsmithclocks.com

HAMILTON ORIGINAL MILITARY MATERIAL 
Supplying original factory material for the Hamilton Model 21 
Chronometer, Model 22 Deck Watch & Military 16 Size Watch 

Models 23, 3992B, 4992B and 2974B As well as much material for 
the 950B & 992B Railroad Watches. LARRY CRUTSINGER

P.O. Box 8514  Norfolk, VA 23503
757-650-9470  E-mail: detent21@aol.com

www.militarywatchmuseum.com

AUCTIONS:
DISCOVER THE SOURCE! in building a collection of clocks and 
watches or finding horological parts and tools for the trade. 
GORDON S. CONVERSE & CO. Consignments now accepted! 

610-722-9004. • WWW.AUCTIONSATCONVERSE.COM

WATCH & CLOCK SHOP FOR SALE 
With own building in downtown Vienna, northern VA. Two miles 

of second busiest mall of the country -Tyson’s Corner Center. 
Only shop in town.  Rolex certificate. All tools, lathes, material of 
40 years accumulation. All brands...could sponsor investor out of 

the USA. Bldg. has two tenants. Asking $1,300.000. 
Call 703-255-0055  www.GCAlaprecision.com

GRUEN WATCH FAN?
At www.GruenWristwatches.com you can buy three 

Gruen-specific books: The Gruen Model ID Guide with 79 pages 
of illustrations, Gruen Repairer’s Reference, 

The Gruen Watch Repair Course.  
Join the online Gruen community at the site, as well.

These Gruen books, along with other hard-to-find watchmaking 
books, can be found at www.WatchmakingBooks.com.

ANTIqUE GENEVE POCKET WATCH
Chain-driven movement, possibly Georgian Era. 2 keys 

included for winding & setting. Gold case appears to be original. 
$3,000.00 slpvics@aol.com , 409-762-5792

ANTIqUE ELGIN POCKET WATCH
Serial #1239053, 6S. Inscribed with date, Jan. 12, 1884. Case is 

tri-colored gold and features Lily-of-the-Valley with 8 diamonds. 
Includes  60” gold chain with antique slide. $3,000.00 slpvics@

aol.com, 409-762-5792

PARTS - CIRCUITS - MOVEMENTS
Including but not limited to calibers 201.001, 210.001, 950.001, 
959.001. We also have parts for ETA, ESA, AS, FEF, FHF, UNITAS, 

FELSA and other calibers. 
bhswatch@gmail.com • (208) 676-8430

help wanted 
WATCHMAKER FOR CARTIER PRODUCTS

Cartier, a Richemont brand, is one of the leading names in 
the world of jewelry and luxury watch-making. We are seeking a 
Watchmaker who will be responsible for Quality repair of Cartier 

watches and other Cartier products as needed. 
Responsibilities: Maintain quality workflow while meeting 

productivity standards. Qualifications: WOSTEP or equivalent 
training or, previous watch-making experience of at least 2 years 

is required.  We offer competitive compensation and benefits. 
For consideration, please submit resume with salary history via 

email to employment.na@richemont.com . EOE M/F/D/V

EXPERIENCED WATCHMAKER
Full time position for an experienced watchmaker to step 
into well established position/retail location. Located in 
Rhode Island. Must have experience with such brands as 

Tag Heuer, Rolex, Omega, Patek, and Cartier. Contact us at 
overstockgray@aol.com

CW21 OPPORTUNITY, MADISON, WI
Leading jeweler and only authorized Rolex jeweler and repair 
facility in Madison, WI., known for quality and philanthropy, 

seeks Century 21 (CW21) Certified watchmaker. Offers competi-
tive compensation and benefits.  Madison enjoys a moderate 

cost-of-living and was voted “One of the ten most livable cities 
in the US.”   Contact John Hayes: 608-257-3644, 

 john@goodmansjewelers.com.  EOE

2 Watchmakers Needed, St. Petersburg, FL
Two watchmakers needed for busy repair center. We have 

two retail outlets and we are also a distribution center.  CW21 
preferred but not necessarily mandatory. Salaries commensurate 

to experience and education.  E-mail resume to: 
 jeffreyphess@aol.com

FRANCHISES AVAILABLE
JOIN A FAMILY OF SKILLED

WATCH & JEWELRY REPAIR TECHNICIANS.
CLEVELAND & PITTSBURGH

MARKETS ARE FILLED WITH OPPORTUNITY.
1-800-929-0808 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.watchbatteryexpressllc.com

Order On Line 24/7

 

Timesavers
Box 12700 • Scottsdale, AZ 85267 • USA

Phone: 480-483-3711 • Fax:480-483-6116
info@timesavers.com • www.timesavers.com
Our 172 page illustrated catalog #37 is free online 

or only $5 in North America for a printed copy.

We inventory 1000’s 
of keys, pendulums, 
dials, hands, bezels & 
dial pans, chime rods 
& gongs, clock chain 

& cable, cuckoo parts, 
clock glass, glass 
domes, fasteners, 
verges & wheels, 
barometer parts, 

Atmos style tools & 
material, ultrasonic 

cleaners, mainsprings, 
quartz & mechanical 
movements, electric 

movements, tools, 

products, batteries, 
books, suspension 

springs, clocks, 
cleaning solutions, 
lubricants, & more.  

Dashto Inc
Established in 1974

Tom Mister
Virginia Beach, Va 

Huge and ever-changing selection. Used and 
new horological items. Sold by internet only

Check out our site:
www.dashto.com or www.dashto.org

TOOLS/EQUIPMENT/MATERIAL ASSTS/PARTS
POCKET/WRISTWATCHES/WATCH MOVEMENTS

WATCH CASES & DIALS/WATCH BRACELETS/BUCK-
LES & MUCH MORE

WE BUY AND TRADE ALSO: Dashto@cox.net
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help wanted 
Full-time Watchmaker Needed, South Houston, TX

CW21 certification required for luxury independent retail store 
with competitive salary and benefits.  Saturdays required.  Email 
resume to: info@mylewisjewelers.com or call 281-332-8433.

WATCH CASE REFINISHER NEEDED
This Florida company is looking for a motivated watch case refin-
isher to refinish/polish high grade Swiss watch cases. This person 

will work beside a master case refinisher from Switzerland for 
an initial training and will be sent to Switzerland one month 

for training. Some experience needed in the field of watch case 
refinishing. Includes operations such as polishing, satin finishes, 

the use of sanding sticks and hand micro motor. The person 
must be motivated with an open mind and willing to learn. 

Contact: swisswatchmakers@hotmail.com

situations wanted
WATCHMAKER

CMW21/MBHI, 30 years experience • yourtimedoc@gmail.com

CLOCKMAKER 
Experienced seeking full time permanent situation. 

For more information contact AWCI at: adunn@awci.com, 
866-367-2924, ext. 307.

tradesmen
ATMOS SERVICE/REPAIR

Warranty 2 Years Parts & Labor
877-437-1774/314-968-1010, Clockmaster, Inc.  –  Robert Good

2537 So. Brentwood Blvd.   St. Louis, Missouri 63144

Watch Parts Fabrication: 
I make all types of movement parts: Vintage to modern. 

MATT HENNING CW, 413-549-1950 
www.henningwatches.com

LARRY BLANCHARD, CMW21
At Palmer’s Jewelry 

101 East Sycamore St., Kokomo, IN 46901
Phone (800) 207-1251 • Fax (765) 457-8517 

E-mail: service@palmersjewelry.com
Facebook.com/palmerjewelry

Continuing with service of tuning fork Accutron, vintage 
American and fine Swiss watches.

FENDLEY & COX WHEEL AND PINION SPECIALIST
1530 Etain Rd.,   Irving, TX 75060

RICHARD COX   972-986-7698 • CMC, FNAWCC, CMBHI
www.fendley-cox.com

REPIVOTING - WRIST & POCKET WATCHES
Custom made pivots for balance staffs, arbors, pinions. No part 
too small. Balance staffs and arbors made to factory standards. 

40 years experience. Juliusz Dabrowski, J.D.Watchworks, 
210 Post St., Suite 506, San Francisco, CA 94108; (415) 397-0310; 

jd@jdwatchworks.com

MAINSPRINGS
Clock and music box - All sizes.

Custom made. Brass gear blanks.
Timewise (formerly TANI Engineering)

Ph: 330-947-0047, E-mail: twclock08@att.net

DIAL REFINISHING CO. FAST SERVICE, FINEST qUALITY, 
quantity works welcome. Specialize on changing dial feet 
positions to fit the quartz movement. Send your works to: 

KIRK DIAL OF SEATTLE, 112 Central Avenue North, Kent, WA 98032; 
(253) 852-5125

HAMILTON ELECTRIC WATCH RESTORATION 
Expert, experienced service on all Hamilton 500 and 

505 Electric watches. René Rondeau, P.O. Box 391, 
Corte Madera, CA 94976, Phone (415) 924-6534    

www.hamiltonwristwatch.com

BEARINGS
We will install our patent pending ButterBearings™ in your chain 
wound movement. These bearings reduce friction by over 90% 

and come with a lifetime warranty. 
For details contact: Butterworth Clocks, Inc. 

5300 59th Ave. W., Muscatine IA 52761 tel 563.263.6759 
fax 563.263.0428 email butterworth@machlink.com

SERVICE/SALES OF TIMING AND CLEANING MACHINES
Vibrograf, L&R, and Watchmaster

Over 14 years experience
Quick repairs & reasonable prices

www.timemachinerepair.com
Dale Sutton 609-374-5880 or service@timemachinerepair.com

 Repair | Restoration

All Brands · Warranteed Work · Free Estimates
Mention Code HT2011 and Enjoy 15% Off

chelseaclock.com | 800 284 1778 

WATCHMAKER/TECHNICIAN
30 years experience

Horology School Graduate
Please contact John  

jbuerger25@yahoo.com

classified ads
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Fink’s Jewelers Now Hiring Expert Watchmaker
~ Norfolk, VA ~

 
Independent contractor needed for Fink’s Jewelers at

MacArthur Center in Norfolk, Virginia.  Only highly skilled,
dependable, quality oriented watchmakers need apply. 

Must be skilled in fine Swiss timepieces such as Rolex, Breitling,
and other fine brands.  Fink’s Jewelers is family-owned and

operated since 1930 and a member of the AGS.  
 

Inquiries should be addressed to: 
Daniel Schaffer  · Fink’s Jewelers · MacArthur Center · (757) 640-1132



tradesmen wanted to buy
$$WANTED ANYTHING$$

Rolex - Cartier - Patek - Breitling- Panerai - Le Coultre
Vacheron - AP - Etc.

Watches, Boxes, Dials, Links, Parts, Bands, Movements, Crystals, 
Bezels, Crowns, Clocks, Signs, Posters, Catalogs, Instruction Books, 
Polish Cloths, Wallets, Hats, Shirts, Promo Items, ANYTHING! 
Doug Giard, 586-774-3684

TOP PRICES PAID 
for karat gold scrap (any amount)! Also, buy filings, gold 

fill, sweeps, silver, platinum! Immediate 24-hour payment 
return mail! Ship insured/registered mail to: AMERICAN 
METALS COMPANY, 253 King St., Dept. HT, Charleston, SC 

29401. Established 1960. Phone (843) 722-2073 

WANTED WATCH BOXES
Buy - Sell - Trade

We want most major brands. Also buying high-end 
jewelry brand boxes. Doug Giard, 586-774-3684

WANTED: USED SILVER OXIDE BATTERIES
Payout: $60/lb. and up for used silver oxide batteries. Free 

secured shipping & pickup. Payment issued immediately. You 
can DONATE all or portion of EARNINGS TO AWCI’S ELM TRUST 

as tax write off. For details contact:  info@batterybuyers.com  
800-764-7458 • www.batterybuyers.com

WE BUY WATCHES
Rolex, Patek, Cartier, LeCoultre, Vacheron, Breitling, Audemars, 
Tudor and others. Modern or Vintage. Doug Giard, 586-774-3684

Wanted: Chronograph Movements and Parts
Paying for Valjoux 69,72,88 up to $800.00, Venus 178 $300, 
Longines 13 ZN, 30 CH $500.00, Movado 90,95 $300.00. Also 
buying high-grade movements and parts. Dean Sarnelle, 
25 W. Beverley St., Staunton, VA 24401, 1-866-877-8164, 
onceuptime@aol.com.

services

 Repair | Restoration

All Brands · Warranteed Work · Free Estimates
Mention Code HT2011 and Enjoy 15% Off

chelseaclock.com | 800 284 1778 

WANTED!
Entire Watch Collections

Scrap Watchbands
Gold-Filled Cases & Scrap

Gold, Silver & Platinum Scrap

Call Toll Free 1-800-208-2608
Visit our website for more information 

www.specialtymetalsrefiners.com

Specialty Metals
2490 Black Rock Tpke.

Fairfield, CT 06825
203-366-2500 - Local
800-884-7966 - Fax

sales@specialtymetalsrefiners.com
Member: Jewelers Board of Trade

G F Specialties
1-800-351-6926
P.O. Box 170216

Milwaukee, WI 53217
www.gfspecialties.com

ATTENTION  RETIRED  WATCHMAKERS
Call us before you sell your parts, tools, 
and watches. We have helped over 175 
watchmakers in the last eight years to 
dispose of their accumulations. When 
you’re really ready to sell, we’re ready 
to buy! Phone (229) 928-9092 or (727) 
327-3306. Ask for Jeff or Nancy. E-mail: 
jeffnancy@mchsi.com

ROLEX PARTS WANTED 
Buying Rolex crowns, crystals and material, 
new stock only. Also buying Rolex watches, 

bracelets and movements any age. 
Call Paul at 978-256-5966 

or e-mail Paul@pduggan.com

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT SERVICE
We are Factory Authorized Service for:

•  Greiner VIBROGRAF
•  TICK-O-PRINT & L&R

We service all makes of ultrasonics, all makes of watch rate 
recorders, and related equipment. 25 years experience.

190 Deepstone Drive  San Rafael, CA 94903
Used Equipment Bought & Sold

For Information
(415) 479-8960

www.electronicinstrumentservice.com
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DENNIS KAYE
108 Corgy Drive  •  Cary, NC 27513

888-363-9510 • 540-SERVICE
Porcelain Dial Restoration

Watch  •  Pocket Watch  •  Clock
Platform Escapement Repair

Atmos Parts & Service
400-Day Clock Repair

Kundo Coil / Electric Clock Service
Prompt Reliable Service . . . Guaranteed™

Large Supply of Watch Movements & 
Parts for LeCoultre, Wittnauer & Longines

Call Us or Visit dialrepair.com

LASER WELDING REPAIR
Reconstruction of watch cases,     

 bands (gold and two tone),
 antique mountings, welding

cracked or broken clock arbors,
hands and other metal parts. 
All aspects of jewelry repair.     

Joel Lefaive (520) 579-8668 

DIAL
REFINISHING

 

 

 BEFORE  AFTER
Quartz Conversions

Diamond Dial Conversions
Emblem & Name Personalization

Write for Brochures
INTERNATIONAL DIAL CO., INC.

58 W. SUGARTREE
P.O. BOX 970

WILMINGTON, OH 45177
(937) 382-4535



BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Officers
Doug Thompson, CW21: President
dthompson@awci.com

Ron Landberg, CW21: Vice President
rlandberg@awci.com

Henry Kessler: Treasurer
hkessler@awci.com

David Douglas, CW21: Secretary
ddouglas@awci.com

Immediate Past President
Mark Butterworth
mbutterworth@awci.com

Directors
Gene Bertram, CC
gbertram@awci.com

Manuel Yazijian
myazijian@awci.com

Joseph Schrader
jschrader@awci.com

Arnold Van Tiem, CW21
avantiem@awci.com

Mark Butterworth
mbutterworth@awci.com

Wes Grau, CMW21
Affiliate Chapter Director
wgrau@awci.com

Jason Ziegenbein, CW21
REC Director
jzeigenbein@awci.com

Terry Kurdzionak
IAB Director
tkurdzionak@awci.com  
        
Fellows
*Robert F. Bishop
*James H. Broughton
Fred S. Burckhardt
Alice B. Carpenter
David A. Christianson
George Daniels
Wes Door
*Henry B. Fried
*Josephine F. Hagans
*Orville R. Hagans
Ewell D. Hartman
*Harold J. Herman
J.M. Huckabee
Gerald G. Jaeger
Jack Kurdzionak
*Benjamin Matz
Robert A. Nelson
*Hamilton E. Pease
Archie B. Perkins
Antoine Simonin
William O. Smith, Jr.
Milton C. Stevens
*Marvin E. Whitney    *Deceased
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Horological Times Advertising Policy
The publisher reserves the right to approve all 
advertising copy and reject any advertisements 
not in keeping with the publisher’s standards. 
The publisher may, at the publisher’s sole discre-
tion and for any reason and without notice, de-
cline to publish or republish any ad, in which case 
any fees submitted or paid for such ads shall be 
returned or rebated to the advertiser. The pub-
lisher reserves the right to edit all copy. The ad-
vertiser and/or agency agree to assume liability 
for all content of advertisements printed. They 
will also accept responsibility for any claims or 
suits arising therefrom brought against the pub-
lisher. Printed articles may also be used without 
permission expressly sought, or payment made, 
on www.awci.com or the American Watchmak-
ers-Clockmakers Facebook page.

American Watchmakers-Clockmakers Institute
701 Enterprise Dr.
Harrison, OH  45030
Ph: 866-FOR-AWCI  •  513-367-9800
Fax: 513-367-1414
awci@awci.com  •  www.awci.com

WE THANK THE IAB
AWCI would like to thank our Industry Ad-
visory Board members for their ongoing 
support of the Institute and the industry.

INDUSTRY ADVISORY BOARD 

SWISS WATCH
SERVICE GROUP,
INC.

 

Movado Group Inc.

Richemont

PTRC Inc.

awci directory

Phone: 800-541-5494   Fax: 800-341-8373
w w w . c r t i m e . c o m

Phone: 800-541-5494
Fax: 800-341-8373

w w w . c r t i m e . c o m
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Simon Golub & Sons, Inc.



Created with zero-mercury and zero-lead added, these batteries have been tested to be just  
as powerful as conventional watch batteries, while being more environmentally friendly. So for  
maximum power and sustainability, go green with Maxell Mercury Free Silver Oxide batteries. 
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For more information, contact 
Cathy Ruffin at cruffin@maxell.com

It’s time for change.
Maxell is giving the green movement more power with 
its newest innovation—Mercury Free Silver Oxide Batteries
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